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The high rate of matemal mortality due to unsafe abortion in developing countnes calls for 

great concern at national and international menas. This thesis discusses how the right of 

pnvacy and the right to life are interpreted under international law. Taking Eritrea as a case 

study, the thesis analyses the philosophical and praciical interpretation of the rights in 

relation to some social aspects of Entrea. Given the communal life of Eritrean society and the 

practice of international human rights bodies, the right to life is more pertinent than the right 

of pnvacy in tackling the tragedies of unsafe abortion. Despite its historical background, the 

right to iife has been broadly interpreted to protect women who are vulnerable to fatal unsafe 

abortion practices. States have a duty to reduce economic, social, legal, and other factors that 

force women to resort to unsafe abortion under international law. Accordingly, the central 

objective of the thesis is to show the indispensability of utilising the right to iife in avoiding 

the consequences of unsafe abortion in developing countries. 
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The issue of women's access to safe abortion in international law involves tens of 

'rights' provided in various international instrurnent~.~ The thesis, however. analysed only 

two rights, which are predominantly raised in the issue -the right to life, and the right of 

privacy. The abortion discourse usually focuses on pro-choice/pro-life dichotomy and the 

extensive legal literature reflects suc h attitude. The overall philosophical and legal debates 

are mainly based on the assumption of the individualistic nature of social values in the 

Western world. 

In Africa where communal life prevails over individual life, the existing abortion 

debate seems inefficient to resolve the consequences of unsafe abortion practices. In the 

developed nations, any abortion policy primarily affects either the woman's right of privacy, 

or the right to life of a foetus. Whereas, in Africa the policy extremely concerns a given 

community in general as the consequences of unsafe abortion claim tens of thousands of 

women annual1 y. Accordingl y, the thesis searches for an approach relevant to African 

communal Iife. It analyses the philosophical and legal basis of interpreting the two rights 

under international law. 

The first chapter discusses the appropriateness of the 'right-based' discourse in 

abortion dilemma. Describing the views of Dworkin and other prominent Iegal philosophers, 

it analyses them in light of abortion debate in general and with specific reference to African 

I Of the common 'rights' invoked in abortion discourses are: right to life and survival; right of  privacy, liberty, 
and security; right to benefits of scientific progress; right to private and family life; and right to non- 
discrimination on grounds of sex and gender. See generally, Rebecca J. Cook & Bernard M. Dickens, 
Considerarions for Forniufating Reproductive Health h w s ,  2" ed.. World Health Organization, Geneva 
( 2 o o w  



reality. The chapter argues that the right-based discourse is indispensable in legal debates on 

abortion. 

Chüpter two discuses the interpretation of the rights of pnvacy and liberty in 

international Law. It examines philosophical and historical development of the private/public 

domains in the Western world and compares them with existing social vdues of Eritrean 

society. The chapter shows that determining philosophical and legal boundary of 

private/public relationship depends on changing socio-econornic reality of a given society. It 

concludes that the existing 'private' domain in Eritrea is not so broad to encompass women's 

privacy right to terrninate pregnancy. 

Chapter three scrutinises the right to life in internationai law. It discusses the issue 

whether a foetus is ri person from various views of legal philosophers, the drafting history of 

international instruments, and case law analyses. The chapter also discusses works of the 

United Nations bodies in resolving the issue whether the right to life hris both negative and 

positive aspects so that it protects wornen üt risk of death froni unsafe abortion. It concludes 

that providing a specific philosophical status of foetus applicable to al1 issues affecting foetus 

is almost impossible. Further. the legal status of a foetus in international law is purposely left 

so that States would adopt abortion policies consistent with their realities. It shows that the 

right to life urges States Parties to take appropriate measures to avoid consequences of unsafe 

abortion. 

Chapter four is mainly of concluding part of the thesis. It describes the obligation of 

Eritrea to tackle the consequences of unsafe abortion under international law. Briefly 

discussing the importance of employing a multidimensional approach to tackle the problems 

of unsafe abortion. i t  focuses on analysing the legal constraints of the abortion provisions of 



the Eritrean Penal Code. Revealing the loopholes and limitations of the law, i t  discusses them 

in light of the principles of criminal law and experience of various countries. 

Note on Vocabtrlaries 

1 shall use the term 'foetus' to mean the pre-natal human entity at whatsoever stage of 

pre-natal development. Medically and legally, there exist considerable differences between a 

foetus and an embryo. Twenty-four hours after conception, the prenatai entity is called a 

zygote, following three weeks development i t  is known as an embryo, and finally it  develops 

into a foetus.' As a matter of convenience, however, foetus shall represent al1 prenatal 

entities, except in some cases where distinguishing between an embryo and a foetus is 

material. The term 'person' denotes a human entity with legal rights. The competing groups 

in abortion issue have vilrious stances, depending on their convictions. Sorne groups are at 

the two extremes of a spectrum, advocating for only a foetus or a woman; while others lie 

somewhere in the middle. For the purpose of the thesis, 1 shall divide them into two groups: 

the pro-choice group, those who advocate for women's autonomy, and the pro-life group, 

those who advocate for the right to life of a foetus. The words 'rights approach' denote the 

method or way of discussing and resolving the abortion issue by balancing the right to life of 

a foetus against the right of privacy of a pregnant womün. The 'right of pnvacy' shall denote 

the rights an individual enjoys in making decisions on matters affecting his life. Unless a 

clear distinction is indispensable, it shall include the right to privacy, liberty, secunty and 

autonomy. 

' Micheal J. Flower. "Coming into Being: The Prenatal Development of Humans" in J. Douglas Butler & David 
F. Walbert, Abortiori, Medicine, ana the Law, eds.. 41h ed. (New York: Alan Guttmacher Institute, 1992) 437 at 
438-400). 



CHAPTER ONE 

'RIGHTS' IN ABORTION DILEMMA 

Abortion has become one of the top national issues in various countries. Legal 

professionals, philosophers, sociologists, and politicians inter alia have dealt with the issue 

in different ways in the past several decades, but it remains controversial. Depending on their 

specific beliefs, scholars differ as to the best way to resolve the dilemma of abortjon. Most 

advocates for women's reproductive rights argue for the right of privacy of a woman, 

whereas groups at the other extreme raise the right of a foetus. Courts, on the other hand, 

usually balance the right of a pregnant woman against the right of a foetus. However, a 

number of authorities have been criticising the emphasis on 'rights' and suggest different 

alternative approaches. Accordingly, the fundamental issue for discussion is whether the very 

approach of balancing the 'rights' is the most efficient way to resolve the abortion dilemma. 

In the past decades, a number of legal scholars and philosophers have discussed the 

'rights approach' in the abortion debate. With respect to the issue of whether or not the 

'rights approach' is effective in resolving the abortion dilernma, it is important to discuss two 

competing views. Some scholars consider the 'rights approach' to be ineffective in resolving 

the abortion debate, and argue for alternative approaches. Others argue in favour of the 

'rights approach'. However, abortion remains a controversial issue because of its very 

sensitive nature -the involvement of two lives. As a background for further discussions, 

looking at the philosophical stances of various scholars regarding the effectiveness of the 

'rights approach' seems crucial. 



1.1 Dworkin's Approach 

In Life's Donliizion, Dworkin critically discusses the inadequacy of the 'rights 

approach' and cornes up with an alternative approach. He classifies the basis of the pro-Iife 

group as having 'derivative' and 'detached' objections to abortion. A derivative objection3 to 

abortion is derived from the rights and interests that human beings have.' Assuminp a foetus 

has rights and interests, according to a derivative objection, governments have the 

responsibility to protect the foetus from being k i~ l ed .~  A detached objection6 to abortion, on 

the other hand, considers that ". . . hurnan life has an intrinsic, innate value: that human life is 

sacred just in itseif; and that the sacred nature of a human life begins when its biological life 

'37 begins.. .. According to this approach, abortion is wrong in principle as it insults the sacred 

nature of human life even at a pre-natal stage.' Dworkin's 'derivative approach' is. therefore, 

similar to the 'rights approach' because both give emphasis mainly on rights approach'. 

Based on this distinction, the fundamental point of Dworkin's thesis is that if  the 

issue of abortion centres on whether a foetus is a person with rights and interests then the 

debate is irresolvable.' He believes that when a pro-life group objects to abortion considering 

a foetus to have rights and interests, the group should not compromise on the life of the 

The objection to abortion emanates frorn the recognition o f  and protection to rights that a foetus has 
[hereinafter derivative approach]. 
' Ronald Dworkin, LiJe's Dontiniori: n,i Argrcnient About aborrion, Elrrlrannsin, ntid Iriciividrcal Freedom (New 
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1993) at I 1 .  

Ibid. 
As its name indicrrtes, such objection has nothing to do with rights, rather it focuses o n  the value o f  the foetus 

as  human entity. The value of the foetus depends on an individual's orientation such as  moral, religious or other 
background [hereinafter detached approach]. 

Dworkin, supra note 4 at 2. 
lbid. at 2.  
' Ibid. at 10. 



foetus for any justifi~ation.'~ For cxample, even the most radical pro-life groups" permit 

termination of a pregnancy if the life of the pregnant woman is at stake. According to 

Dworkin, such compromise is inconsistent with the basic principle of the group, protecting 

life of the foetus.'%e clearly says: 

[n]o one can consistently hold that a foetus has a right not to be killed and at the same time 
hold it wrong for the government to protect that right by the criminal law. The most basic 
responsibility of government, after d l .  is to protect the interests of everyone in the 
community. particularly the interests of those who cannot protect themse~ves.'~ 

The same holds true when pro-choice group assumes a foetus not to be a 'person' at 

any stage of pre-natal development for whatsoever exceptional cases. I J 

Having concluded that the 'rights approach' is ineffective in the abortion debate, 

Dworkin cornes up with what he believes is a better approach, the 'detached approach'. 

Dworkin is of the view that 'detached approach' is the only way in which both pro-choice 

and pro-life groups could compromise on some exceptions wi thout necessaril y contradicting 

their firm  conviction^.'^ Respecting the intrinsic value and sacred nature of a foetus -under 

the 'detached approach'- pro-life group objects to abortion, but at the same time it may 

believe that the decision of whether to end the life of the foetus, at least early in pregnancy, 

'O 16id. at 14. 
" The Roman Catholic Church, for example, tolerates termination of pregnancy under its 'double effect' 
doctrine if life of a pregnant wornan is in danger. The doctrine requires the fulfilrnent of four criteria before 
pregnancy is terminated: first, the act under consideration, independent of its context.. .musc be good or 
indifferent; second, the moral agent must directly intend only the good effect of the action -the evil effect is 
only indirectIy intended; third, the good effect is not produced by the brid effect; fourth. there must be a 
proportionatel y grave reason for permi tti ng the evil. Kath y Rudy, Beyorrd Pro-l$e atui Pro-cltoice Moral 
Diversiry Ni  the Abortioti Delrate (Boston: Beacon Press, 1996) at 24-25. For detailed discussion on the 
historical background of the Roman Catholic Church's perspective on abortion see S.J. John Connery, 
Abonion: Ti~e Developrtlent of rite Rotrrati Catholic Perspective (Loyola: Loyola University Press, 1977). 
" Dworkin, supra note 4 at 14. 
l 3  Ibid. 
'' Ibid. at 34. 
" Ibid. at 14- 15. 



must be left to the pregnant woman.'"nlike in the case of the 'rights approach', such 

"combination of views is not only consistent but is in keeping with a great tradition of 

freedom of conscience in modem pluralistic derno~racies."'~ 

Dworkin believes that both pro-choice and pro-life groups consciousIy or 

unconsciousl y foilow the 'detached approach' despite their p r h  facie advocacy for rights." 

He stresses that the groups with different views rely on 'rights approach' to achieve their 

hidden agendas. For him, the central issue of abortion is not whether the right of a foetus 

outweighs the right of a pregnant woman or vice versa, but whether the claims of the 

pregnant woman are grounded in intrinsic value that outweighs the intrinsic value of the 

foetus. '' 
Some authorities support Dworkin's thesis and argue against the 'rights approach'. 

Kingston in his article, Hrinra~r Riglirs: The Solrrtioil fo the Abortioti Qltesfiori, says both pro- 

choice and pro-life groups "often fail to recognise the unique notion of pregnancy and the 

relationship between woman and f~etus." '~ Whiie the pro-choice activists mainly focus on 

the right of pnvacy of a pregnant woman, the pro-life group blindly advocates for the right to 

life of the foetus without having regard to the peculiar relationship between the foetus and 

the women? 

A number of other scholars criticise Dworkin's thesis. T r a h a n  and Gatien, for 

instance, say that Dworkin's 'detached approach' cornplicates the issue of abortion more than 

lG Ibid. at 15. 
l7 Ibid. 

Ibid. at 2 1 .  
l 9  lbid. at 33. 
'O~ames Kingston, "Human Rights: The Solution to the Abortion Question" in Conor Gearty & Adam Tomkins 
eds., Uttdcrstnttditig Hitrrrar~ Riglits (London: Mansell, 1996) 456 at 475. 
" lbid. 



the 'rights approach' does, as the former approach mainly relies on religious and moral 

values." In their criticism, the authors stated three grounds. First, rights are a lexicon pan of 

abortion law, and "to reject rights is to pass over a structure of nghts that serves as a common 

ground in deciding abortion cases."23 Second, preferring intnnsic values to rights is to force 

pro-choice groups to engage in balancing between the value of the foetus and the woman's 

autonomy, which is a potentially self-defeating? Third, in the absence of rights, courts 

would be engaged in prioritising complex and delicate social interests and values in deciding 

abortion cases." Consequently, the authors are in favour of cornbining both the detached and 

derivative approaches so as to address the multi-dimensional nature of abortion? 

Furtherrnore, Kamm, in his article, Abortiorl artd the Valrie of Lqe: A Discrlssiort of 

Life 's Dominion. rejects Dworkin' s anal ysis conceming p r o 4  fe and pro-c hoice groups. He 

denies any inconsistency between assuming a foetus a person and allowing abortion under 

certain condi t i~ns.~ '  In case of rape, for example, the pro-life group may be of the opinion 

that the pregnant woman is not responsible for the sexual intercourse, and therefore abortion 

would be allowed under these circurnstan~es.'~ Despite their strong conviction on 

personhood of the foetus, members of the group "may also believe that it would be wrong of 

- -  -- - 

Leon Trakman & Sean Gatien, Riglirs alid Rcspoiisibiliries (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1999) rit 
150. 
" Ibid. 
'' Ibid. 
" 16id. 
'' Ibid. 
17 Frances M. Kamm, "Abortion and the Value of Life: A Discussion of Life's Dominion" (1995) 95 Colum. L. 
Rev. 160at 168. 

Ibid. 



them to force their position on others."" Açcording to Karnm, agreeing to certain exceptions 

does not denote the inconsistenc y with their belief in personhood.30 

1.2 Alternative Approaches 

Feminists react to the 'rights approach' in various ways, depending on their 

orientations. Some of the radical feminists seem to strongly oppose the 'rights approach'. 

The fundamental thesis of such objection is that advocating for the right of privacy of a 

pregnant woman has a detrimental result on women's lives. One of these feminists, 

MacKinnon, says that, due to various reasons, women are subordinate to men in their 

heterosexual relationship. Therefore, shifting the issue of abortion from public to private 

domain arnounts to preserving the low status of ~ o m e n . ~ '  She gives several reasons to 

support her anal ysis. 

First, abortion rights remove some of the consequences of heterosexual relationships 

such as pregnancy and parental responsibility, which in tum aggravate male sexual 

aggression.3' Second, in a situation where there exists gender inequality, the availability of 

abortion removes "the one remaining legitimised reason that women have had for refusing 

sex besides the h e a d a ~ h e . " ~ ~  Third, as liberal privacy presupposes individual autonomy and 

freedom, complaining in public of any inequality would contradict this very notion of 

privacy.3" Fourth, as long as gender inequality exists, equality will require state intervention 

" Ibid. ât 168-169. 
30 ibid. at 168. 
3' Catherine A MricKinnon. "Privacy v. Equality: Bcyond Roe v. Wndd' in D. Keely Weisberg. ed.. Applicnrioti 
of Fentiriist Legnl Theory ro Worrier~'~ Lives: S e ,  Violerice, Work. & Reprodiictiort (Philadelphia: Temple 
University Press, 1996) 985 at 989-990. 
'' ibid. at 990, 
'' Ibid. 
34 ibid. 



rather than abdication in the realm of privacy.35 MacKinnon strongly emphases that the 

'rights approach' would preserve the existing values of inequality. She says: 

... the very things feminism regards as central to the subjection o f  women -the very place, the 
body; the very relations heterosexuality; the very activities, intercourse and reproduction; and 
the very feeling intimacy -form the core of what is  covered by privacy doctrine. From this 
perspective, the l e p l  concept of privacy crin and has shietded the place of battery. marital 
rape, and women's exploited labour; has preserved the central institutions whereby women 
are deprived of identity, autonomy, control and self-dctïnition.. .. 36 

Hanigsberg, on the other hand, partially agrees with Dworkin's thesis. In her analysis, 

she tries to show the inefiiciency of the 'rights approach' in the abortion issue and provides 

an alternative approach. She argues that to advocate only for privacy and liberty of a 

pregnant woman is "to miss a key, if not the key element of pregnancy. The state of 

pregnancy entails the ineluctable fact of [foetus]."" The better strategy, according to her, is 

to incorporate the issue of abortion within the context of m~therhood.~' She says that 

motherhood begins even before birth because of physical and emotionai attachment between 

a foetus and a pregnant woman, and hence the decision to terminate pregnancy should be left 

to the pregnant wornan." She urges feminisdO to focus on the peculiar nature of motherhood 

rather than advocating for oniy the right of privacy of the woman, which implies selfish 

35 Ibid. 
36 lbid. a t  99 1. 
37 Julia E. Hanigsberg, "Hornologizing Pregnancy and Motherhood: A Consideration of Abortion" (199996) 93 
Mich. L. Rev. 371 at 397. 
3s Ibid. a t  390. 
39 Ibid. a t  393. 
v h e  author. however. is aware of the danger of recognising the foetal right. S h e  says. ". . .any 
acknowledgernent of the meaning or value of [foetus] necessarily will lead to  denial, or at the very least sever 
constraint of wornen's access to  abortion; and.. .. the acknowledgement may also result in the adoption of 
unitary perception on foetus irrespective o f  racial, cultural o r  reiigious differences of women." Ibid. rit 410. 



behaviour and bad mothering of the pregnant woman." 

Similady, Robin West stresses the importance of supplementin~ the 'rights approach' 

with the 'responsibility-based' approach. She is of the opinion that the 'rights approach' is 

not strong enough that the pro-choice can persistently rely upon." According to West, as the 

attention on the abortion issue shifts from courts to legislators, it is wise for feminists to 

focus on the 'responsibility-based' argument so that societies will shüre responsibility in 

addressing the various causes of unwanted pregnancy.43 The central point of her argument is 

as follows: 

[wlomen need the freedom to make reproductive decisions not merely to vindicate a right to 
be left alone but often to strengthen their ties to others; to plan responsibly and have a family 
for which they can provide, to purse professional or work commitments made to the outside 
world, or to continue supporting their hmilies o r  c~rnmuni t ies .~  

According to her, relating the daim for abortion to the women's constructive 

contribution to her family and community would result in positive reaction from a society. 

In light of the above-mentioned competing views, it is now proper to analyse the 

issue as to whether the 'rights approach' is effective to resolve the abortion dilemma or not. 

The analysis partly agrees with Dworkin and his critics; however, it reveals some limitations 

of both sides and argues that the 'rights approach' is the relatively better approach. First, if, 

4 1 Ibid. at 391. For similar criticism on the inefficicncy of privacy-based argument in abortion debate. see 
Catriona Mackenzie, "Abortion and Embodiment" (1992) 70 Aus. J. Phil. 136 rit 136-155. reprinted in Susan 
Dwyer & Joel Feinberg, eds., Tlre Probleni ofAbortiori, 3rd ed. (Belmont: Wadsworth. 1997) at 175-193. 
Mackenzie provides four grounds for her argument. Firstly, a conflict-of-rights approach fails to adequately 
address the issue of responsibility in pregnancy and abortion. Secondly, it tends to oversimpfify Our conception 
of the status of the foetus. Thirdly, it leads to a misconstrual of the notion of bodily autonorny because it is 
inattentive to the kind of reflective bodily perspective chat mises from a phenomenological account of pregnant 
embodiment. Finally, defending abortion solely on the grounds of women's right to bodily autonomy logically 
requires that the right to abortion cannot entai1 a right to secure the death of the foetus but only a right to foetal 
evacuation. Ibid. at 176. 
52 Robin West. "Forward: Taking Freedom Seriously" (1990/91) 104 Harv. L. Rev. 43 at 84. 
"' Ibid. at 84-5. 
" Ibid. 



according to Dworkin, the only approach that exists in reality is 'detached approach', then it 

follows that the criticisms in his thesis in effect target the 'detached approach' that he 

considers to be alternative approach. 

Second, his classification of the objections to abortion as derivative/detached 

approach seems less convincing because, in reality, each approach does not exist 

independently. Third, the 'rights approach' is indispensable for turning the abstract and 

varied clairns of pro-life and pro-choice groups into concrete legal issues. Fourth, the 

motherhood approach, and the responsibility-based approach suggested by the feminist 

writers are of less importance for women's autonomy in abortion. Fifth, given the reiility of 

developing countries and the complexity of abortion issue, the 'rights approach' is vital for 

internationalising the issue in order to urge govemments that they should avoid the 

consequences of unsafe abortion and help them to do so. 

Dworkin says, both pro-choice and pro-life groups, despite the fact that they advocate 

for the 'rights approach', actually follow the 'detached approach' and hence compromise on 

certain exceptions. The pro-choice group may accept restriction on abortion at least if the 

procedure is to be performed at the late stage of fatal development and without good cause. 

Likewise, even the extrerne pro-life group rnay permit termination of pregnancy when the life 

of the pregnant wornan is at stake. According to Dworkin, the existing competing arguments 

fall within the context of 'detached approach' in disguise of the 'rights approach'. Therefore, 

in reality the 'derivative approach' in its strict sense does not exist. 

To support Dworkin's conclusion, it is worth to enforce it by discussing the position 

of the third actor in the abortion issue, the court. In almost al1 abortion cases, at national and 

international levels, courts appear to frame issues on the right of privacy of a pregnant 



woman or, on rare occasions, on the right to life of a foetus. Nevertheless, in their analysis 

they seem to look at factors beyond the realm of rights such as moral, religious, economic, 

and other factors. 

Moreover, had courts stnctly adhered only to balancing rights, they would not have 

purposely avoided the central issue of abortion -whether a foetus is a person deserving of 

legal protection- in almost al1 famous abortion cases inter alia Roe v. wudeJ5 of the United 

States, R. v. ~orge t t t a l e r"~  of Canada, and Putott v. Utiifed ~ i t i ~ d o » i . "  of Europenn Union. In 

Roe, for instance, the Supreme Court says, "[wle need not resolve the difficult question of 

when life begins. When those trained in the respective discipline of medicine, philosophy, 

and theology are unable to amve at any consensus, the judiciary, at this point in the 

development of man's knowledge. is not in a position to speculate as to the an~wer.""~ 

Hence, based on Dworkin's classification of deri vati ve/detached approach the main actors in 

the abortion issue, pro-life group, pro-choice group, and courts actually base their analyses 

on the 'detached approach' under the mask of the 'derivative approach' or 'rights approach'. 

Considering this conclusion, Dworkin's thesis has at least two limitations. First, 

Dworkin seems to corne up with two contradicting points: on the one hand, criticising the 

'rights approach' he suggests the 'detached approach' to be the better approach; on the other 

hand, he concludes that both pro-life and pro-choice groups follow the 'detached approach'. 

If the existing abortion discourse is based only on the 'detached approach' then he criticises 

45 4 10 U.S. 1 13 (1973) [hereinafter Roe]. 
[1988] 1 S.C.R. 30 rtt 38 [hereinafter Morge~trnler]. 

17 (1980) 19 Eur. Comm. H.R.D.R. 2 4 4 3  E.H.R.R. 408 [hereinrifter Paron]. 
" Roe, supra note 45 at 159. 



not the 'rights approach' but the approach he advocates for resolving abortion issue, the 

'detached approach'. 

The critics of Dworkin's thesis stress the importance of the 'rights approach' in 

abortion dilemma. Dworkin on the other hand advocates for the 'detached approach'. It is 

true that the 'rights approach' furnishes a common ground on which pro-life, pro-choice, 

legal scholars, courts, and other concemed bodies base thcir analysis. In reality, however, 

each approach could not work without the other. 

The 'rights approach' is not in itself a concrete conviction of any group, but a 

manifestation of diverse attitudes and motives, some of which are very abstract. For instance, 

Mr. A who does not believe in God may join an extreme religious group in a carnpaign to 

advocate for the right to life of a foetus. He objects to abortion only for demographic reasons, 

while the religious group objects because of its religious conviction. Both use the 'rights 

approach' as a means to achieve different ultimate goals, whic h are potentiall y contradictory 

to each other. If Mr. A presents an affidavit to a court challenging the constitutionality of an 

übortion law for demographic reasons, it would be very difficult for the court to entertain the 

case. Mr. A needs to reduce his interests and convictions into a concrete legal clüim, which 

would allow the court to frarne pertinent legal issues and draw its conclusions. The same 

holds true for the daim of the religious group. 

The rationale behind the daim of 'rights' includes various factors, some of which fa11 

within Dworkin's 'detached approach'. However, in a legal action al1 groups rely on the 

'rights approach' invoking the nght of a foetus or a woman depending on their stance. 

Factors relating to the 'detached approach' , such as sacredness of li fe, are the driving forces 

that shape a particular attitude or motive of individuals, while the 'rights approach' is a 



means of realising the motives. Therefore, in reality, separating the 'detached approach' from 

that of the 'derivative approach' appears very difficult. 

As mentioned above, sorne authorities, particularly among the feminists, express their 

rese~ations on the 'rights approach' . ~ a c ~ i n n o n ' s " ~  main concern with the 'rights 

approach' is that advocating for the right of pnvacy would relieve States from taking positive 

measures in narrowing the gap of gender inequality. According to her, since the heterosexual 

relationship is one of the characteristics of male dominance, the availability of abortion 

aggravates the prevalence of male dominance. Nevertheless, her argument seems to be less 

than convincing. 

Firstly, in most countries, the relatively liberal abortion laws give women the right to 

terminate unwünted pregnancies at least during the first trimester. Such development, 

however, does not amount to the inhibition of state interference in protecting other aspects of 

women's lives. When a given state removes its restrictive abortion laws, it still regulates 

those sexual acts detrimental to women such as rapt: und other sexual assaults. Even within 

the context of abortion, the state usually regulates the procedure that should be followed by 

the pregnant woman and others concerned with the procedure. 

Second, assuming MacKinnon' s proposition that heterosexuali ty is one of the bases 

of male dominance is true, to use restrictive abortion law as a deterrent means to inhibit 

heterosexudity appears to impose al1 consequences of unwanted pregnancies on women. 

Naturally, women bear physical, psychological, and economic burden of unwanted 

pregnancies. Paternity and other related responsibilities of men are insufficient to inhibit 

s e e  supra note 3 1 and the accompany ing text. 



them from insisting on sexual relationship. Furthermore, she argues that women are not 

necessarily free to consent to sexual relationships. It follows that there is a high possibility 

that women will carry unwanted pregnancies. Then, her argument in favour of restrictive 

abortion iaw seems to be illogical, as it would force women to carry unwanted pregnancies to 

term. 

In justifying her position on rnothering approach, i3anigsberS0 presents twofold 

reasons: first, the right of privacy argument is ineffective because it has a connotation of 

women as selfish and bad mothers; and second, by incorporating prepancy within the 

context of motherhood, the women would be able to successfully daim their autonomy on 

abortion decision. 

Advocating for privacy right, obviously, denotes the concern for the well being of a 

pregnant woman at the expense of the life of a foetus. Nevertheless, the mothenng approach 

would have a more negative impact thün the 'rights approach'. The more the pregnant 

woman's responsibility is extended to the pre-natal stage, the more the woman is expected to 

protect the life of the foetus. When she requests abortion without imminent cause such as to 

save her life, the society would consider her daim to be more than selfishness. 

Furthermore, in general, rnothering begins after binh. The role of the mother and the 

socio-legal status of a foetus after birth are different from that of during the time of 

pregnancy, and hence the society's reaction varies accordingly. In a l e p l  sense, t he  

intentional killing of a foetus before birth is abortion, but if committed after birth, it amounts 

to infanticide. It follows that, if the responsibility of the pregnant woman becomes equal to 

50 See supra note 37 and the accornpanying text. 



that of a mother, abortion would be as repugnant as infanticide. Therefore, the Hanigsberg's 

rnothering approach would impose more constraints for woman's autonomy than the 'rights 

approac h ' does. 

VVests' also expresses reservations on the 'rights approach' but, unlike Hanigsberg, 

she is in favour of enforcing the approach by her 'responsibility-based' argument approach 

rather than replacing it by a new one. West's suggestion seems logical, as it probably would 

raise awareness and participation of a society at large in the abortion issue. Nevertheless, it 

seems to be a very difficult task to convince a society to accept abortion for the purpose of 

enhancing the woman's role in her family or community. In most societies, particularly in 

developing countries, the sacredness and moral value attached to the life of a foetus greatly 

outweighs the economic well being of a family or community. Despite its merits, the 

'responsibility-based' argument appears difficult to apply in practice. Therefore, for practical 

and theoretical purposes, the 'rights approach' is indispensable in abortion debate. The 

approach fumishes a cornmon ground upon which interested parties can express their 

positions. 

The 'nghts-approach' also is of more relevance in Africa. In ü given nation where 

abortion is illegal, the govemment is confronted with two very burning issues: on the one 

hand women die or become discibled due to unsafe abortion -a fact that needs an urgent 

solution; on the other hand, there exist social and religious values sensitive to the issue of 

abortion. As a result, despite the awful consequences of unsafe abortion, most African 

countries appear unable to reconsider their restrictive abortion laws. 

See supra note 42 and the accompanying text. 



According to the United Nations report for the year 1999, out of 53 African countries, 

only 26 permit abortion if physical health of a pregnant woman is in danger.52 In about half 

of the continent women are forced to carry pregnancies to term despite their physical 

problems. Most importantly, only12 countries permit abortion where the pregnancy is as a 

result of rape or in~est. '~ When there exists foetal impairment, abortion is allowed in 11 

c~untnes.~'  Consequently, African women have been forced to resot-t to unsafe abortion 

practice, despi te the consequences. 

In such a dilemma, i t  appears desirable to internationalise the issue of abortion in 

order to reveal the magnitude of the problem to the world community and to urge 

governments deal with the matter. One way of internationalising the problem is to assimilate 

the issue of abortion into the international human rights context using the 'rights' discourse. 

If a pregnant woman's claim to access to 'health services' is transfomed into a claim of a 

'right', it would be relatively easier to force governments to take appropriate steps to 

minimise the consequences of unsafe abortion. 

Utilising hurnan rights aspects, the issue of abortion would acquire international 

status, which in  turn would allow the United Nations agencies and non-governmental 

organisations to play significant roles in avoiding or at least minimising the consequences of 

unsafe abortion. The duties of reporting55 and achieving a certain target imposed on States by 

various international instruments have important effects in enhancing access to reproductive 

'' United Nations, World Aborriori Policies. (chart) Population Division Department of Econornics and Social 
A ffairs ( 1999) ST/ESA/SER.A/ 178. 
53 Ibid. 
5J Ibid. 
55 Cotzvention otz tlte Elitt~ittnriuri of Al1 Fonns of Discrintittatiori Againsr Wortteri, 18 December 1979, 1249 
U.N.T.S. 20378 (entered into force 3 September 198 1) Article 18.1 [hereinafter Women's Convention]. The 
article requires States Parties to submit to the Secretary General of the United Nations any measures undertaken 
to enhance women's rights provided in the Convention. 



health. International Conferences also play significant roles in insistinp govemments take 

adequate measures to tackle consequences of unsafe ab~nion.~ '  Therefore, assimilating the 

issue of abortion within human rights context is of great importance in transforming the issue 

from national to the international arena. 

In sum, in resolving abortion issues, the 'rights approach' remains relatively to be the 

better approach for several reasons. It furnishes a ground upon which various interest groups 

can convert their diverse agendas in to concrete legal daims. This in tum provides courts 

with a legal framework by which they can analyse various competing abstract values in 

abortion cases. Moreover, the alternative approaches suggested by some feminist scholars 

seem to aggavate the legal bamers to safe abortion. The existing political and socio- 

economic reality of developing countries including: high mortality and morbidity rate due to 

unsafe abortion; the reluctance of govemments on reconsidering their restrictive abortion 

laws; and the indispensability of intemationalising the abortion issue are additional factors 

that cal1 for 'rights approach'. Therefore, the rest of this thesis focuses on specific ights in 

resolving the abortion issue. For the purposes of the thesis, the prominent aspects of 'nghts 

approach'. the right of privacy and the right of life are discussed. Before discussing the 

specific rights, i t  is worthwhile to bnefly lay down the genenl background of international 

human rights and its role in addressing the issue of abortion. 

See for example irzfk note 73 and the accompanying text. 



CHAPTER TWO 

HUMAN RIGHTS IN ABORTION 

2.1 Background of Human Riehts 

The modem concept of human rights emerged from the devastating World War II. 

After the end of the war, contemporaneous to the task of reconstructing the aftermath of the 

war, the world "emphasised the need for respect for both human rights and individual 

health."'' Such new attitudes emerged "when the horrors of Nazi Germany and the atrocities 

committed by the Japanese in Asia were still fresh in ~nind ."~~ The idea of the modem human 

rights was first reflected in the preamble of the charte19 of the United Nations in which 

member States were detennined "to reaffirrn faith in fundamental human rights, in the 

dignity and worth of the human person, in the equal rights of men and women and of nations 

large and small.. . ." Moreover, Article 1 of the U.N. Charter expressly provides that one of 

the purposes of the United Nations is ''[?JO achieve international CO-operation.. .in promoting 

and encouraging respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for al1 without 

distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion." 

Three years after the birth of the United Nations, in 1948, the General Assembly 

approved the Universal Declaration of Human ~ i ~ h t s . "  With the approval of the Universal 

Declaration, the individual person was, for the first time, considered to be subject of 

" Rebecca J. Cook, "Reducing Matemal Mortality: Priority for Human Rights Law" in Sheila A.M. Mclean, 
ed., Legal Issues in Human Reproduction (Tiptree: Anchor Press, 1989) 185 at 194 [hereinafter Reducing). 

L.P. Freedman, "Human Rights and Women's i-iealth" in M. Goldman & M. Hatch eds., Women and Health 
(San Diego: Academic Press. 2000) 428 at 4 3  1 .  
59 Charter of rhe United Nations, 26 June 1945 [hereinafter U.N. Charter]. 
60 Universal Declaration of Hunran Rights, G A  Res. 2 l ï ( I I i ) ,  UN GAOR, 3d Sess., Supp. No. 13, UN Doc. 
Al8 10 ( 1948) 7 1 [hereinafter Universal Declaration]. 



international law under "the fundamental notion that every hurnan being, simply by virtue of 

being human, is entitled to certain basic protection.'*' 

In deciding how to put the principles of the Universal Declaration into legally binding 

treaties, the then members of the United Nations came up with different idease6' As a 

manifestation of the Cold War politics, they were divided into two groups: while certain 

governments led by the U.S. advocated for civil and political rights, other countries led by 

the former Soviet Union called for economic, social, and cultural rights.13 For the purpose of 

accommodating ideologies of the two camps "it was decided to present its [the Universal 

Declaration's] irnplementing provisions in separate instruments."" The United Nations 

General Assembly finally approved two covenants" in 1966. 

As the depth and dimension of understanding towards the concept of human rights 

grew, the Universal Declaration and the two covenants were followed by various regional 

and international conventions, including the European Convention on Human ~ i ~ h t s ; ~ ~  the 

Inter-Amencan Convention on Hurnan ~ i ~ h t s ; "  Convention on Women's hurnan rightst8 

"supra note 58 at 43 1. 
" Carol Devine, Carol Rae Hansen & Ralph Wilde. Huniati Riglits, ed. by Hilary Poole & Valerie Tomaselli 
(Phoenix: Oryx Press 1999) at 63. 
" lbid. üt 63. 
a Redming. supra note 57. 
65 Irttentatiotial Covertarit ori Civil cirid Politiccl1 Riglrts, 19 December 1966,999 U.N.T.S. 171, repritited in 6 
I.L.M. 368 (1967) (entered into force 23 March 1976) [hereinafter Political Covenant]; Ititertinriotlal Covetlatit 
iti Ecotiotnic, Social atid Citltural Riglrts, 16 December 1966,993 U.N.T.S. 3, repritzred in 6 I.L.M. 360 (1967) 
(entered into force January 3 1976) [hereinafter Economic Covenant]. 
6" Cotrveritiori for the Protecrioti of Hitnran Rigltts atid Ftrttdumerital Freedorm. 4 November 1950, 2 13 
U.N.T.S. 221, Eur. T.S. 5 (entered into torce 3 September 1953) [hereinafter European Convention]. 
"' Antericati Coriverition o , ~  Hiininti Rights. 12 November 1969. Il44 U.N.T.S. 123. O.A.S. 36, repritired in 9 
I.L.M. 673 (1970) (entered into force 18 Jiily 1978) [hereinafter American Convention]. 

Women's Convention, Supra note 55. 



the African Charter on Human ~ i g , h t s ; ~ ~  and a convention to protect chi~dren.'~ Of these 

international and regional instruments, the Political Covenant and the Economic Covenant 

subsequently reinforced by the Women's Convention are of great importance in the abortion 

di scourses .' ' 
In addition, several international conferences have corne up with constructive 

declarations that raise awareness of the international community to the consequences of 

unsafe abortion. The International conference7' held in Cairo in 1994, appropriately 

discussed the role of governments and other international bodies in minimising the effects of 

unsafe abortion. It urged "[alIl governments to deal with the health impact of unsafe abortion 

as a major public health concern and to reduce the recourse to abortion through expanded and 

improved farnily planning services."73 Though the focus of the discussion was mainly on 

technical aspects, the fact that the issue was raised at such a prominent conference had 

considerable positive impacts on the subsequent developments. Nevertheless, due to various 

moral and religious objections, the legal aspect of abortion was set a~ ide .~ '  

" A frican Ciiarter on Hirninli a d  Peoples ' Rights, June 27 198 1 ,  O.A.U. Doc. CAB/LEGI67/3IRevS. reprirlted 
in 21 I.L.M. 58 (1982) (entered into force 21 October 1986) [hereinafter African Charter]. 
70 Coriverition of the Righrs of the Clrild, 20 Novçmber 1989.28 I.L.M. 1448 (entered into force 2 Septernber 
1990) [hereinafter Children's Convention]. 
71 Renlicitig, supra note 57 at 195. 
'' lnterriariotial Corlference on Populariori alid Developr>rent, U .N .  Doc. NConf. 17 I /  13 Add. 1 ( 1993) 
[hereinafter Cairo Conference]. 
73 Program of Action of rite lmer,iariotial Cot$eretice on Popirlation atid Deidop,rierit. U.N. Doc. AKONF. 
17 1/L. 1 Para. 8.2 1 [hereinafter Cairo Program of Action]. 
74 Maja Kirilova Eriksson, Reproditctive Freedom: III the Corirext of lriterrinriorial Hrtnrari RigIrts arid 
Hittnatzitarian Law, vol. 60 (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 2000) at 172. 



2.2 The Rkht  of Privacv 

The rights of privacy, liberty, and security are provided in most international 

instruments and national const i t~t ions.~~ The Political Covenant under Article 17 provides 

that "[nlo one shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy.. .. r r 7 6  

The African Charter also states that "[elvery individual shall have the right to liberty and to 

,177 the security of his person .... The international instruments, however, do not lay down the 

specific meaning and scope of these rights. More importantly, the Human Rights 

~ o m m i t t e e ~ ~  has never entertained abortion cases based on the right to privacy or liberty of 

pregnant women. 

The European Commission of Human Rights has decided a limited number of 

abortion cases." In deciding these cases, however, it did not exhaustively discuss the 

interpretation of the right to pnvacy or liberty. Rather, it discussed the cases relying mainly 

on the analysis of the Supreme Court of the United States in various abortion cases. 

The comments in Roe and the extensive American literature on abortion discourses 

have laid down influential principles at both national and international levels. Given the 

75 T h e  terrns privacy. liberty, and security are used interchangeably and sornetimes are confusing. Privacy ".. .is 
generic term encompassing various rights recognised to be inherent in concept of ordered liberty, and such right 
prevents governrnental interference in intimate personal relationships or activities, freedoms of individual to 
make fundarnental choices involving himself, his farnily, and his relationship with others." Black's Law 
Dictionary, 7Lh ed.. S.". "privacy". Security rneans "a person's legal and uninterrupted enjoymcnt of his life, his 
limbs, his body, his health, and reputation." Ibid. S. if. "security". Liberty ". . .denotes not only freedom from 
unauthorised physicai restraint, but embraces also the freedom of an individual to  use and enjoy his faculties in 
al1 lawful ways. ..." Ibid. S.V. "liberty". 
76 Supra note 65; The Universal Declaration also uses similar words under article 12. Srcprn note 60. 
77 Supra note 69 art. 6; sirnilarly. the Political Covenant under article 9, and the Universal Declaration under 
article 3 prohibit the deprivation o f  Iiberty and security of persons. S~rpra notes 65 & 60 respectively. 
78 The  Human Rights Cornmittee has a power to interpret the provisions of the Political Covenant and to assess 
reports frorn States Parties to ensure the proper irnplernentation of the Covenant; see generally article 40 of the 
Political Covenant, supra note 65. 
79 s e e  for example, Patori, supra note 47; Br[rr]ggeniariri and scherrterr v. Federal Rep~cblic of Gerrrinriy (1978) 
10 Eur. Comm. H.R.D.R. 100.3 E.H.R.R. 244. 



impact of such influence on the interpretation of the right of privacy provisions on the 

international instruments, and in the absence of other international resources, it seems 

indispensable to look at the experience of the United States. In order to appreciate the basis 

and interpretation of the rights of privacy, therefore, the discussion below descnbes some of 

the underl ying philosophical principles, and abortion cases decided by the U.S. Supreme 

Court. 

The discussion only provides the general theses of the philosophical principles aiming 

at twofold objectives: to show that the acts and behaviours falling within the private domain 

are relative to practical considerations; and to reveal the influence of the existing reality 

consisting of moral, religious, economic, cultural, and other factors on courts in their drawing 

and redrawing of the privacy rnargin. Focusing on four philosophical theses -personhood, 

anti-totalitarianisrn, suffering, and meaning- the discussion proceeds by looking at some 

abortion cases and their underlying principles in interpreting the right of privacy. 

2.2.1 Philoso~hicai Overview 

Traditionally, the concept of pnvacy generated laws that regulated an individual's 

status and his relations with others, such as ". ..protecting his person against assault, his 

reputation against slander, his property against trespass or conver~ion."~~ The concept and 

definition of privacy, however, has been altered depending o n  a given reality and orientation 

of a legal philosopher. In their famous and influential article, Warren and Brandeis define the 

right to pnvacy to mean "the right to be let a~one."~' On the other hand, Judith Thomson 

80 Louis Henkin, "Privacy and Autonomy" (1974) 74 Colum. L. Rev. 14 10 at 1419- 1420. 
81 Samuel Warren and Louis Brandeis, "The Right to Privacy" (1890) 4 Harv. L. Rev. 193 at 193-94. 



considers the right to privacy not to constitute an independent right but to be derivative from 

other rights such as property rights and rights to bodily s e c ~ n t ~ . ~ '  

As the right of pnvacy expands its boundaries, scholars and courts begin to classify 

privacy into vanous domains. Thomas Haff, for example, differentiates tort pnvacy from 

constitutional privacy. According to him, tort privacy is "an interest in being free of the 

potential for certain unwarranted evaluations," whereas constitutional privacy is the freedom 

from state interference in making some persona1 choices." 

In philosophical and case law analyses, one of the controversial discussions has to do 

with the differences and relationships between privacy, liberty, and autonomy. Henkin 

distinguishes privacy from autonomy in that the former is to be freedom from official 

intrusion, whereas the latter is to mean freedom from regulation. However, he acknowledges 

the existence of aspects of autonomy in freedom from official intrusion.84 Richards seems to 

agree with Henkin in distinguishing between pnvacy and autonomy. He noted that a person 

who lacks capacities of rational self-direction or self-control is not free though he or she is 

objectively free from c o e r ~ i o n . ~ ~  

Another point relevant to the concept of privacy is liberty. As Parent puts i t  the right 

to liberty consists of the right of individuals to make basic personal choices and to have 

'' Judith Jurvis Thomson, "The Right to Privacy" (1975) 3 Phil. & Pub. Aff. 295 at 299. Illustrriting how the 
right to privacy is dependent on and derived from other rights, Thomson says, "[tlo own a picture is to have a 
cluster of rights in respect of it. The cluster includes, for instance, the right io seIl it to  whomever you like, the 
right to give it away, the right to tear it, the right to look at it. These rights are al1 'positive rights': rights to do 
certain things to or in respect of the picture. T o  own a picture is also to have cenain 'negritive rights' i n  respect 
of it, that is, rights that others shall not do certain things to it, thus. for example, the right that others shall not 
sel1 it or give it away or tear it." 
83 Thomas Haif, 'Thinking Clearly About Privacy" (1980) 55 Wash. L. Rev. 777 at 785. 
84 Henkin, supra note 80 at 1424-25. 

David A. 3. Richards, 'Toleration and the Constitution: A Theory of Religious Freedorn, Free Speech, and 
Constitutional Privacy" (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986) as cited in Judith Warner DeCew, 111 Pitrsitir 
of Prirwy:  Law, Ethics. and the Rise of Teclinology (Cornell: Cornell University Press, 1997) at 37. 



control over aspects of their l i v e ~ . ~ ~  ~ c c o r d i n ~  to him, "the loss of liberty . . .takes the form of 

a deprivation of a~tonorn~."~ '  However, it is not always easy to dnw a distinction between 

privacy, autonomy, and liberty because, as DeCew notes that, they are distinct concepts but 

overlap to one another in their e~tension.'~ 

Person hood Thesis 

Under the personhood thesis, the right to privacy is invoked to ensure that individuals 

are free to define themse~ves.~~ ~ c c o r d i n ~  to the thesis, the right to privacy is the right to 

self-definition because certain decisions are decisive to personal identities of individuals, and 

a state should not be 'lillowed to interfere with them."90 Emphasising self-determination and 

autonomy, the thesis says, "some acts, faculties, or quaiities are so important to our identity 

as persons -as human beings- that they must rernain inviolable at least as against the  tat te.',^' 

Despite its philosophical and practical significance, the personhood thesis seems 

vulnerable to various criticisms. One of the limitations of the thesis is that it does not 

determine which specific rights are important for self-definiti~n.'~ The thesis also appears to 

consider persons as "atornistic, unconnected, independent, consurned with self."93 

Personhood thesis "...fails to appreciate that a great portion of Our privacy rights reveal 

concern for the relationships that people have or want to have, or sometimes do not want to 

have, with other people."94 

W.A. Parent, "Privacy. Morality. and the Law'* (1983) 12 Phil. & Pub. Aff. 269 at 273. 
87 Ibid. at 273-74. 
88 DeCew. supra note 85 at 44. 
89 Jed Rubenfeld, 'The Right to Privacy" (1989) 102 Hrtrv. L. Rev. 737 at 753. 

Ibid. 
" Ibid. 
92 Lois Shepherd, "Looking Forwrud with the Right of Privacy" (2001) 49 U. Kan. L. Rev. 25 1 at 269. 
93 Ibid. at 273. 
" Ibid. 



Considenng the limitations of the personhood thesis, Rubenfeld suggests replacing it 

with an alternative principle of the right of pt-ivacy called the anti-totalitarian thesis. As the 

name of his thesis indicates, Rubenfeld is mainly concerned with the totalitarian nature of a 

given law and its effects on the lives of individuals. In deterrnining whether a certain law 

violates the t-ight to privacy of individuals, the thesis raises "the question ... the degree to 

which and the ways in which, the Law inforrns, shapes, directs, and occupies the actual day- 

to-day activities of the persons concerned."" Rubenfeld focuses on not only what a given 

law prohibits but also what it produces. 

With specific reference to abortion issue, Rubenfeld points out that restrictive 

abortion laws violate basic rights not because they encroach upon a wornan's self- 

definition," but upon the woman's future." The laws force women into motherhood with its 

entire physical, psychological and economic burden. Rubenfeld derives his thesis from the 

notion that laws that dictate individuals to behave, act, live in a certain way are totalitarian, 

which in tum is inconsistent with democratic societies. He says restrictive abortion laws put 

women with diverse ages, professions, education, and future plans into a single life, 

rnotherh~od.~~ In illustrüting the communal effects of the abortion laws he noted that: 

[flor a period of months and quite possibly years. forced motherhood shnpes women's 
occupations and preoccupations in the minutes detail; it creates a perceived identity for 
wornen and confines them to  it; and it gathers up a multiplicity of approaches to the problern 
of being a woman and reduces them al1 to the single norrn of r n ~ t h e r h o o d . ~ ~  

'' ibid. nt 294. 
96 As mentioned above, under personhood thesis restrictive abortion laws violate the ripht to  privacy of a 
woman as they put constraints o n  her self-definition. However, Rubenfeld denies the  woman defines herself ris a 
woman havin; a n  ûbortion. 
97 Rubenfeld, supra note 89 at 783. 

ibid. at 788.  
ibid. 



Without privacy nghts, according to Rubenfeld, such totalitarianisrn destroys 

individual thinking and way of life. The justification of his thesis, therefore, rests on the very 

notion of democracy upon which the United States Constitution is based. 

Su fferina Thesis 

Another pnnciple for deterrnining of the right of privacy is the suffering thesis. The 

thesis maintains, "the avoidance of suffering should be understood as a liberty interest 

protected by the Due Process  lause."'^^ Suffering thesis considers any Iaws against the right 

to liberty if they inhibit individuals from deciding to avoid suffering. The thesis was 

developed in paraIIel with the debate on physician-assisted suicide. It maintains that state 

laws prohibiting physician-assisted suicide violate decisional autonomy and bodily 

integnty.I0' It draws its analysis Crom the abortion debate arguments that advocate for the 

pregnant woman's autonomy and self-determinati~n.'~~ Shepherd criticises the suffenng 

thesis on the ground that liberty does not necessarily always avoid suffering. In enjoying 

their rights to freedom of expression, for instance, individuals sometimes offend others and 

cause suffering. 'O3 

Mearr irra Thesis 

Considering the strengths and shoncornings of the above mentioned three theses - 

personhood, anti-totalitarian, and suffering- Shepherd cornes up with a new thesis that he 

- -- 

'O0 Shepherd, supra note 9 2  at 278-283. 
'O' Ibid. 
'O2 lbid. at 278-283. The main reason of analogising between abortion issue and physician-assisted suicide is 
that in both cases there are two cornmon factors: the right o f  autonomy and self-determination o f  pregnant 
woman and terrninally il1 patient, and the involvement o f  a physician in executing their personal decisions. 
'O3 lbid. at 300. 
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calls the meaning the si^.'^' Shepherd points out that the focus on meaning will provide 

guidelines for making decisions that must be protected under the right of privacy.105 In 

deciding which persona1 decisions must be left to individuals, the meaning thesis notes that 

one needs to answer the question "...how much a person might suffer without the right to 

make that decision. ,,IO6 

Shepherd considers abortion issue to fa11 within the context of the right of privacy 

because the choice a pregnant woman mnkes ". . . will profoundly affect the course of her life 

9,107 and the meaning she will find in that life. According to Shepherd, child-parent and 

spousal relationships are extremely meaningful to the woman, more than anything else.lo8 

Unlike in the suffering thesis, he suggests that the physical and psychological sufferings of 

the woman are not sufficient grounds109 for protection by the right of privacy, but only 

signals to the court. The central ground for abortion, according to him, is that the decisions 

on abortion greatly affect women's current and future opportunities, which in tum influence 

the meaning of their 1 i ~ e s . l ' ~  

Having considered the above-mentioned positions of various legal philosophers, one 

can understand the inevitable interconnection between reality of a specific tirne and the 

philosophical principles adopted by the philosophers. First, in redrawing the borderline of the 

-- --  -- - 

1 (H Ibid. at 278-283. T h e  fundamentai point of the meaning thesis is that, "...the right of  privacy should 
guarantee to individuals the right to make decisions that will profoundly affect the rneaning they will find 
their lives." fbià. 
'O5 Ibid. at 302. 
'O" Ibid. at 305. 
'O7 Ibid. at 306. 
'O8 Ibid. 
109 Ibid. at 3 10. Such analysis leads him to conclude, ". . .[d]ying process may be the final part of life, but death 
is the opposite of life. Death is not meaning and is not life. Thus ... the [U.S.] Supreme Court's decisions to 
uphold state bans against physician assisted suicide was not only consistent with the abortion decisions. but was 
correct ." 
"O Ibid at 307. 



nght of privacy, the legal philosophers seem to have been influenced by practical problems 

in their respective societies. For instance, when Warren and Brandeis in 1890 defined pnvac y 

to mean the 'the nght to be let alone', their main concem could be the state's arbitrary action 

against individuals. This was probably one of the burning issues at the end of the 19" 

century . 

Second, wi th the change in socio-economic deveiopment of societies, there always 

appeitr new phenornena that redefine the rights and duties of an individual versus his 

community and visa versa. This new private/public relationship raises new issues that cal1 for 

solutions. In order to resolve the issues in accordance with the  existing reality, the legal 

philosophers redraw the line of privacy and corne up with new pnnciples of interpretation. 

For example, the personhood thesis was developed in 1970s."' This reflects the reality of the 

time during which famous abortion cases, such as Roe, were decided. The chain of such 

developments appears to result in the expansion of the spheres of the privacy with changing 

circumstances. 

Third, the work of the legal philosophers ultimately has legal and practical impacts on 

individual's relütionship with his comrnunity. The works of various legal scholars do not 

have authoritative values in the courts; however, judges usually read legal texts, which in 

tum influence their value judgernents and analyses. In Plarrrred Parerztliood v. Casey, for 

example, the U.S Supreme Court reflects the concept of the personhood thesis. It said, "at the 

heart of liberty is the right to define one's own concept of existence, of meaning, of the 



universe, and of the mystery of human life. Beliefs about these matters could not define the 

attribute of personhood were they formed under compulsion of the state. 9 9 1  12 

Therefore, scholars develop various principles of interpretation for the Rght of 

privacy to accommodate new phenornena occurred at a given time in a specific society. 

Depending on their orientation and objectives, the scholars usually move a certain act or 

behaviour, such as abortion, from the public to private domain or vice versa. To facilitate the 

move they formulate a principle for interpreting the nght of privacy of a given constitution. 

Such a conclusion leads one to scrutinise the way in which the U.S. Supreme Court 

determines the scopes of pnvacy in real cases. 

2.2.2 Privacv in Case Law 

There have been diverse philosophicrtl discourses as to the role of the U.S. judges in 

interpreting and appl ying provisions of the Constitution to real cases. Since the phi losophical 

analyses significantly influence the adjudication process, it is important to briefly descnbe 

some of the underlying philosophies of interpretation of the Constitution before looking at 

the cases in which they have been applied. 

Ph ilosophical Basis 

Blackstone believes that there is law that is eternal and universal, and that the role of 

l l j  judges is to only identify the Iüw and apply it  to the cases before them. Bentham also notes 

that judges should not make a law, but only sort out relevant law from existing legislative 

"' 505 U.S. 833 (1991) at 851 [hereinafter Cnsey]. 
"3 Sir William BIackstone, Co~twretitclries 011 the Lurvs of E~tglmd, 16' ed. (London: A. Strahan, 1825) at 39- 
41. 



enactments.Il4 Both Blackstone and Bentham share the idea that there are legal rules that, 

ansing from different  source^,"^ bind judges in interpreting the law. 

Other Iegal philosophers deny the existence of any absolute legal rules that bind 

judges and believe that judges must make law. Holmes, for instance, considers the life of the 

II6 law to emanate from the experience of judges. According to him, law is a result of the 

overall adjudication process, in which judges play a considerable role."' At the middle of the 

spectrum are philosophers who advocate for moderate role of judges. For our purposes, 

however, a general discussion of two approaches, reflecting the above two philosophical 

views seems sufficient. 

Onginalism gives judges a very limited role in the adjudication process. In 

interpreting provisions of a constitution, originalism denotes the binding authoritative value 

of the  text of the constitution, or intentions of the framers. The most extreme fonn of 

originalism insists that judges interpret words and phrases very precisely and narrowly, and 

strictly ascertain the intentions of framers of the constitution."" 

Originalism generally consists of textualism and intentionalism. Textualism considers 

the language of a provision as the basic source of law for three reasons: as 3 principle "only a 

wntten text can impose constitutional obligations;" frarners usually intend textual 

interpretation; and "the text of a provision is the surest guide to the [framers7] intention.""' 

114 Jeremy Bentham, A Cotttrrrerir in the Corrimentaries: A Criticisrtl of Williani BlacX-itotte's Corrttnerirnries oti 
rlie Laws of Etiglnnd, ed. by Charles Warren Everett (Oxford: Clsirendan Press) at 2 13- 13. 

While Blackstone believes that the ultimate source is God. Bentham maintains the source to be ri legislative 
body cntrusted with the task o f  enacting laws. 
Il6 Oliver Wendel1 Holmes, The Conunon Law. ed. by Mark Dewolfe Howe (Cornbridge: Belknap Press, 1963) 
at 1. 

l7 Ibid. 
I l g  Paul Brest. 'The Misconceived Quest for the Original Understanding" (1980) 60 Boston U. L. Rew. 203 at 
204. 
' l9 ïbid. at 205. 



According to intentionalism, on the other hand, judges have to ascertain the intentions of the 

framers before interpreting a provision of the constitution. It maintains that the text might be 

of help to determine intent of the frarner~,"~ but textualism "does not enjoy a favoured status 

over the intentiona~isrn."~" 

One of the main limitations of originalism is that it is difficult to ascertain what the 

framers precisely believed the text to mean. As Brest puts it, one can not "assume that a 

provision adopted one or two hundred years ago has the same meaning as i t  had for the 

adopter's society today.""' Criticising the rigid aspect of originalism, Meese denies the 

constitutional adjudication to be a mechanical process, arguing that it needs rtnalytical 

reasoning and di~cretion."~ He says "[tlhe text and intention of the Constitution must be 

undentood to constitute the banks within which constitutional interpretation must flow.""" 

In his attempt to minimise the constraints of originalism. Brest cornes up with an 

approach what he calls 'non-originalism'. He recognises the importance of original 

understanding, but maintains that judges need to consider pt-imarily the fmmers' general 

purposes than intent.lZ5 Brest says that text and original history have presumptive weight, but 

are not authoritative and binding"' He adds that even such "...presumption is defeasibie 

over tirne in the light of changing experiences and perceptions.7"27 

Realism, on the other hand, insists judges to play a considerable role in interpreting 

the law in order that the law may accommodate changing circumstances. According to 

fliid. at 209. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. at 208. 
Edwin Meese. "Construing the Constitution" (1985) U. Cal. Dav. L. Rew. 22 at 26. 
Ibid. at 26. 
Brest, supra note 1 18 at 205. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 



128 realism, there are no l ep l  rules that dictate the judicial reasoning process. In cases where 

there exist conflicting rules, judges "must decide which rules to apply, and this is done in an 

act of judiciai reasoning in which there are no other niles telling the Ijudges] which mle to 

apply."'29 The extreme realists suggest that in order to fil1 vague and ambiguous provisions 

of a constitution with social changes, an active role of the judiciary is indi~~ensable."~ 

Realism recognises that judges need to respect the text of a legislative enactment. It, 

however, maintains that since judges have the last word in interpretation, no legal rule binds 

them to reach at a specific decision.'" Considering the profound role of judges, realists 

believe that the background and character of judges have a significant impact on the final 

decision.'" The basic jurisprudential interests of realists are of practical orientation.13' 

Realism suffers from a number of legril constrüints, of which particular relevance are: 

giving unelected officiais (judges) the power to make law is contrary to the very notion of 

dernocracy; and "ex posr facto is illepitimate because citizens deserve fair waming when 

,7134 their behaviour is beyond the bounds of law. The lack of predictability or certajnty of the 

tme meaning of a given law is a real life problem. 

As mentioned above, it is very difficult to apply only one of the approaches discussed 

in interpreting the constitution. To strictly adhere to originalism is to remain without any 

"' Theodore M. Benditt, Law as Rule m d  Principle: Problems of k g a l  Pirilosopliy (Standford: Standford 
University Press. 1978) at 3. 
"' The realists justify their position based on the very subjective nature of adjudication process. They say. 
"since there is discretion, there is no uniquely correct result. It is not merely that different judges reach different 
results, and so at least one of them must be regarded as being mistaken; it is rather that there is no correct result, 
so that neither of them crin properly be said to be mistaken. If there were rules.. .this would no be so: there could 
be a uniquely correct result. Hence, there rire no rules." Ibid. nt 33. 

DeCew, s ~ p r a  note 85 at 98. 
13'  Benditt, supra note 128 at 4. 
132 As Benditt puts it, "[elven what judges eat for breakfast is relevant, since it cm affect decisions." Ibid. rit 17. 
'33 Ibid. at 16. 
134 Lack of predictsbility or certainty as to the status of a given law is of great difficulty in real life. 



legal means in resoiving issues arising from new phenomena. This is because frarners of a 

constitution might not perceive what the world would be like in modem times. To follow 

only the realism approach also negates the very legality of the adjudication process and 

creates practical impediments. The extrerne role of judges to interpret the Constitution may 

necessarily result in uncertainties for law enforcernent officials, legal professionals, and the 

public in general. 

The relatively better approach is blends of approaches discussed above as well as 

other approaches, which enable judges to avoid the drawbacks of each doctrine. Whatever 

philosophy they follow, the U.S. Supreme Court judges appear to have been influenced by 

reality. New phenomena emerging from socio-econornic changes usually force the judges to 

reconsider the definition and connotation of a given word or phrase. The cases that follow 

show how the Supreme Court judges expanded the scope of the right of privacy by 

interpreting the concepts of privacy, liberty, and autonomy. 

Loving v. ~irg-inia"~ involved intericial mamage, and the law of the state of 

Virginia prohibiting such rnarriage. The U.S. Supreme Court decided the issue based on the 

prohi bition of interracial maniage violated the individuals' Equal Protection and Due Process 

Clauses of the Fourteenth ~ m e n d m e n t . ' ~ ~  The Court struck down the state's law on the 

ground that it violated the Equal Protection Clause and liberty of the spouses. In its final 

decision, the Supreme Court held that "[the] statutes also deprive the [spouses] of liberty 

without due process of law. The freedorn to marry has long been recognised as one of the 

13' 388 U.S. 1 (1967) [hereinafter Loving]. 
I3"he Fourteenth Amendment provides that no state shall deprive ". . .any person of li fe. liberty. or property 
without due process of iaw; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equril protection of the law." 
USCA Const. Amend. XIV S. 1 .  



vital personal rights essential to the ordinarily pursuit of happiness by free men. 99137 ~h~ 

Court moved the issue of interracial maniage from the public to private domain by 

expanding the interpretation of liberty. 

In Griswold v. ~ o ~ ~ r l r c t i c ~ c t * ~ ~  the main issue was whether the Connecticut statute that 

prohibited using of contraceptives violated the constitutional rights of married couples.'39 

The Supreme Court found the statute to be unconstitutional and aftkrned that the case 

involved marital "relationship laying within the zone of privacy created by several 

fundamental constitutional guarantees."'"O In delivering the Court's opinion, Justice Douglas 

stated that: ". . .governmental purpose to contrûl or prevent activities constitutionally subject 

to state regulation may not be achieved by means which sweep unnecessarily broadly and 

thereby invade the area of protected freedom.""" The court therefore decided that the choice 

of using contraceptives falls within pri vate domain. 

In Eisenstadt v. ~oird . '~ '  one of the main issues was whether the Massachusetts law 

prohibiting selling or distributing of contraceptive means to unmamed persons was 

constitutional. The Law under section 21A permiited selling or distributing contraceptives 

only by registered physicians or pharmacists to married persons.'J3 Though unlike in 

Griswoid, the Massachusetts law did not prohi bit using contraceptive means, its prohi bition 

hindered unmamed persons from getting access to contraceptives. Based on its analysis in 

13' Lovitlg, supra note 135 at 12. 
'j8 38 1 U.S. 479 (1965) [hereinafter Griswold. 
'39 Conn. Gen. Stat. Ann. s.53-32 (West Supp. 1958). According to the statute. using "any drug, medical article 
or instrument for the purpose of preventing conception" was illegal. Section 54- 196 also prohibited ii third party 
from directly or indirectly engaging in the offence. 
''O Griswold, supra note 138 at 485. 
14' Ibid. 
IJ' 405 U.S. 438 (1972) [hereinafter Eiserrstadt]. 

MA Gen. L. Ann. 272 S. 2 1A. 



Grisrvold, the Suprerne Court held the Massachusetts law to be unconstitutional. The Court 

It is true that in Griswold the righr of privacy in question inhered in the marital relationship. 
Yet the marital couple is not an independent entity with a mind and h e m  of its own, but an 
association o f  two individuals each with a separate intellectual and emotional make up. If the 
right to privacy means anything, it is the right of the individual, married o r  single, to be Cree 
from unwmanted governmental intrusion into matters s o  fundamentally affecting a pcrson as 
the drcision whether to bear o r  beget a child."" 

~ o e ' ~  challenged the constitutionality of Texas criminal abortion laws that prohibited 

temination of pregnancy except to save life of a pregnant woman. In this landmark case, the 

Supreme Court balanced the interests of a woman apainst that of the state. Delivering the 

Court's final judgement, Justice Blackmun noted, "[the] right of privacy, whether i t  be 

founded in the Fourteenth Amendment's concept of personal liberty and restrictions upon 

state action [or] ... in the  Ninth ~ m e n d m e n t ' s ' ~ ~  reservation of rights to the people, is broad 

enough to encompass a woman's decision whether or not to terminate her pregnancy.""7 The 

Court, however, considered the right to privacy not to be absolute and said that the law might 

1-44 Eisenstadt, supra note 132 at 453. Similnrly. the Supreme Court found the New York Education Law that 
prohibited selling o r  distributing Contraceptives to a minor under 16 of age to be  unconstitutional. The Court 
pointed out "...the right to  privacy in connection with decisions affecting procrerition extends to  minors as well 
a s  to adults." Carey v. Populariotl Services InterrmtiottalJ31 U S .  678 (1977) at 693. 
145 Supra note 45. 

The Amendment sûys that, "[tlhe enurneration in the Constitution, of certain rights, s h d l  not be coiistrued to  
deny or disparage others retained by the people." US Const. Amend. IX. 
'" Since the term 'privacy* does not exist o n  the text of the Fourteenth Arnendment. in his dissenting opinion in 
Roe, Justice Relrnquist States that, "[tlo reach its result. the Coun necessarily has had to find within the scope o f  
the Fourteenth Amendment a right that was apparently cornpletely unknown to the drrifters of the amendment. 
Supra note 45 at 174. 



regulate abortion where there existed compelling state interest.'"' 

In ~ a s e ~ " ~  the issue involved had to do with the constitutionality of the Pennsyivania 

abortion statiite. which put certain conditions for a b o ~ t i o n . ' ~ ~  The Coun reaffirmed the basic 

holding in Rue, but rejected the rigid trimester framework. It held that the state might 

regulate throughout pregnancy, provided that the regulation is not an undue burden on the 

ripht to liberty of the pregnant ~ o m a n . ' ~ '  The Court relied its decision, as in Rue, on the Due 

Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. However, i t  placed more emphasis on liberty 

than privacy, saying: 

[tlhe controlling word in the case before us is 'liberty'. Although a literal reading of the 
Clause rnight suggest chat it governs only the procedures by which a state may deprive 
persons of Iiberty ... the Clause has been understood to contain a substantive component as  
well. one 'barring certain government actions regardless of the fairness o f  the procedures used 
to implement them'.""' 

The court recognised a woman's claim to control over her destiny and body to be 

implicit in the concept of liberty.'53 

Like the legal philosophers, the Supreme Court seems to redraw the boundaries of 

privacy based on reality. The Court is not supposed to consider personal convictions of the 

la8 Dividing the prenatal life into three stages the Supreme Court stated that: 
(a) For the stageprior IO approxirnately the end of the first trimester the abortion decision and its effectuaiion 
must be ieft to the medical judgement of the pregnant womank attending physician. 
(b) For the stage subsequent to approximately the end of  the first trimester. the State, in promoting its interest in 
the health o f  the mother, may, if it chooses, regdate the abortion procedure in ways that cire reasonably related 
to materna1 heal th. 
(c) For the stage subsequent to viability, the State in prornoting its interest in the potentiality of hurnan life may, 
if it chooses, regulate, and even proscribe, abortion except where it is necessary. in appropriate rnedical 
judgement, for the preservation o f  the life o r  health of the mother. 
'j9 Srcpra note 112. 
"O Some of the conditions are: providing a wornan with information at least 24 hours before the procedure (S. 

3205); consent of one parent o f  a minor requesting abortion services (S. 3206); dechration by a married wornan 
that she informed her husbrind concerning the abortion (S. 3209); reporting requirements imposed on abortion 
service providers (S. 3207 (b), 32 14(a)(f)). Pa. Stat. Ann. tit. 18 (West Supp. 1982). 
15' Supra note 112 at 878. 
15' Ibid. at 846. 
I s 3  lbid. at 869. 



judges or any other practical factors, but the above-rnentioned abortion cases show that it is 

very hard to deny the direct or indirect influence of existing factors on the interpretation of 

the U.S. Constitution. 

There are four factors in interpreting a provision of the Constitution: the text of the 

provision; the facts and issues of a case; the existing reality of the society; and the final 

interpretation of a provision. Generally, without any change on the text of the Constitution, 

facts, and issues of cases, the Court may change the interpretation of a provision. 

Before 1967, the issue of contraception was considered to fall within the public 

domain and hence individuals had no right to use contraceptive devices. In Griswold, 

however, the Court interpreted 'liberty' to include the right of married couples to use 

contraceptives. The change in social attitude regarding contraception and the economic 

burden of raising children appeared to be significant factors in influencing the Court to 

broaden its interpretation of the terrn. 

In the 1970s' abortion became a significant issue. Neither the facts of the cases nor 

the text of the Constitution changed, but the Court extended the right of privacy to 

encompass voluntruy termination of pregnancy at least during the first trimester. One of the 

main factors that led the Court to redraw the boundaries between public and private domains 

is the change in real life of the society. Had the Court not considered practical problems of 

the issue and the change in the overall life of the societies, it  would have interpreted the right 

to privacy or liberty unifonnly at any time. 

The reality of a specific time may also influence the judges, which in turn affects their 

value judgements and convictions. Legally and ethically, the judges have to be free from any 

persona1 bias in their analysis and decisions. As the Court in Rue affirmed that its task '3s to 



rr 154 resolve the issue by constitutional measurement, free of emotion and of predilection. In 

practice, however, avoiding unconscious bias may be extremely difficult, if not impossible. 

This is particularly true in the abortion debate, given its sensitive nature and the multifaceted 

problems involved in resolving the issue. Elaborating the cornplexity of abortion and the 

potential grounds for biüs on the issue, Justice Blackmun said: 

[olne's philosophy, one's experiences, one's exposure to the raw edges o f  human existence, 
one's religious training. one's attitudes towards life and family and their values. and the moral 
standards one estriblishes and seeks to observe. are al1 IikeIy to influence and to colour one's 
thinking and conclusions about abortion. In addition, population growth. pollution. poverty. 
and racial ovenones tend to complicate and not to simplify the problem.'5s 

A change in the overall life of a given society urges or, at least, influences legril 

scholars and the Coun to alter their interpretation of a provision in a constitution despite the 

same facts are involved. As reality is one of the decisive factors in interpreting and applying 

the rights of privacy, such interpretation will not necessarïly hold true in  other societies with 

considerably different socio-econornic levels. 

In various countries, the private/public domains differ according to their economic 

standard, social, cultural, religious values, and other factors relevant to the day-to-day lives 

of individuals. Any issue affecting the relationship between individuals and their community 

is assessed in light of the actual reality. Whether or not abortion falls within pnvate or public 

domain, therefore, depends on where the line between the domains is drawn in a given 

community at a specific time. Therefore, the two fundamental factors in interpreting the right 

of privacy in abortion cases are time and place. 

In Eritrea, the spheres of private and 

the United States. For a variety of reasons, 

public domains profoundly differ from that in 

the life of the people is more communal. A 

15' Supra note 45 at 116. 
lS5 Ibid. 



comrnunity organised by tribe, residence, or extended family govems a large portion of each 

individual's personal Iife. The benefit of such gross interference, however, is that the 

community assumes an extensive duty to protect its members from any crises. Considering 

this individuaYcommunity relationship, one would safely conclude that the right of privacy 

would not be as broadly interpreted as i t  has been in the U.S. and the international tribunals. 

Accordingly, in order to fully understand whether the abortion issue falls within the private 

or public dornain in Eritrea, it is important to briefly discuss some socio-cultural aspects of 

the country. 

2.2.3 Privacv in Eritrean Societv 

To discuss the individuakommunity relationship in Eritrean communities and 

determine the scope of the privacy sphere need an extensive analysis. Each aspect of life in 

such a religious and socio-cultura!ly diverse environment is very cornplex. For the purpose of 

drawing a general picture of the notion of privacy in Eritrea, describing and analysing some 

basic social patterns is necessary. It is essential to understand the fundamental structure of 

the communal life and the impacts of such a life on defining the private domain. The 

discussion that follows briefs three aspects of communal life: traditional land tenure system, 

mariage, and blood money. 

2.2.3.1 Social Organisation 

Geographically and ecologically, Eritrea can be divided into lowland and highland. 

About half of the estimated population of 3.5 million, mainly Christians, live in the highland; 

whereas the reminder, predominantl y Muslims, occupies the lowland. ""espite the 

1 5 ~ o p u l a t ~ ~ t .  LOCRI~OI~ & h n d .  online: Eritrean Network Information Center 
~http://www.eritrea.or~IB/Basic%2Ofact~tocfacts.html> (last rnodified: 1997) [hereinafter Poprrlatîor~]. 



relatively small size of the population, there are nine ethnic groups: Tigrigna, Tigre, Nara, 

Kunama, Bilien, Saho, Afar, Hedareb and ~ashaida . '~ '  Approximately 80% of the population 

live in rural communities, and the rernainder in urban a r e a ~ . ' ~ ~  

The lowiand population consistins of various ethnic groups mainly are nomadic, 

semi-nomadic, and settled agricultunlists.15~he comrnunities are socially organised into 

clans and tribes.'" The nomadic and semi-nornadic communities move from place to place 

seasonal l y, following their cattle for ecological reasons. Mernbers of a given extended fatni l y 

or clan usually live together, for social, economic and security purposes.lG' 

In the highland, on the other hand, al1 comrnunities are settled agriculturalists. The 

communal life revolves around an extended kinship, which is believed to stem from a single 

ance~tor.'~' Such kinship organisation is the core point of social, political, and economic 

institutions.'" As ancestors of one or two kmship groups usually are considered the founding 

fathers of a certain village, village of origin is an intrinsic element to each individual's 

identity and family b a ~ k ~ r 0 u n d . l ~ ~  The values that are attached to the village of origin are 

crucial even to those residing outside the village, including those in Diaspora. 

Like many other traditional societies, the core element of life in Eritrea is land. 

Beyond its economic utility, land has decisive social and political significance. 

Consequently, different traditional land tenure systems have been developed through 

- 

157 Roy Paternan. Eritrecc: Eveti The Sioties are Birrriitig, znd ed. (Lawrenceville: Red Seri Press. 1998) at 4-5. 
Poprtlatiori, supra note 156. 

'59 Anuit Wilson, The C/iafletzge Road: Wotnerr arrd the Erirrenri Revohrion (London: Earthscan Publications. 
1991) at 111. 
160 Ibid. rit 1 13. 
'" tbid. at 114-1 15. 
l6 l  Tes fa G. Gebremedhin, Beyorrd Szctvivrrl: The Ecor~orriic Challetzges of Agriculr~rre & Developmerrr in Posf- 
I~idepettdetice (Asmara: Red Sert Press, 1992) at 35. 
'63 Ibid. at 35. 
1 6.) Ibid. 



experience of hundreds of years. The land tenure systems are of various types and complex in 

nature, but al1 incorporate communal land o ~ n e r s h i p l ~ ~  In the extended farnily land tenure 

system called Meriet Risîy (kinship ownership), for exarnple, each member of the family has 

only usz<fnict right on a piece of land; the ownership right remains within the farni~~.'~"he 

fundamental basis for this system "was that the integrity of the settler's family land holdings 

should be preserved, to ensure that at any future time land would be available for al1 

descendants of the original settler.', ' 67 
The second type of land tenure system called Diessa is a village ownership. Under 

this system, each resident who fulfils the requirements provided by the custoniary law of a 

village is entitled to a piece of land.'" In the Diessa system, redistribution of land takes place 

every five to seven yean through a land rotation process.'69 ~ovemment landholding is 

another land tenure system. It was introduced by the Italian Colonial govemment at the end 

of the 19" century to provide for public utilities and agro-industrial a c t i~ i t i e s . ' ~~  The 

successive colonial powers and the Eritrean liberation organisations, attempted to change the 

traditional land tenure systems, however, the ownership has always remained communal.'" 

The communal ownership of land is one of the bases for and manifestations of 

communal life in Entrea. The very nature of the social organisation and the traditional 

Ibici. ilt 2 1 .  
166 Ihd. at 22. 
167 Ibid. at 2 1 .  
168 Ibid. at 23-25. Though the customary laws Vary from village to village, sorne of the most common 
requirements are that the person should be male and descendant o f  one of the founding fathers o f  the village. 
169 Ibid. The purpose of such rotation-based redistribution of land is to ensure that al1 members of  a certain 
community equitribly share the available fertile, semi-fertile, and poor lands. 

Ibid. 
17' Ibid, 



economic factors related to land result in a strong communal bond within the societies."' 

Such communal life is the basic source of close attachment to and affection for one another 

in each extended family. As Wilson, quoting a woman from Tigrigna ethnic group puts it: 

[ajll rny father's family lived in the some village and shared the same  land. My father and rny 
uncles ploughed together and we always passed k a s t  days in my grandfrither's house. 1 never 
calied my uncles "uncleW-they were like fathers to me. 1 could not s e  arate thern from my own 
father, just a s  you could not separate who owned what in the farnily. P73 

2.2.3.2 Communal Interference 

Almost every aspect of individual life is closely related to the communal living 

arrangement. It is, therefore, relevant to discuss marriage, one of the top issues in which the 

community is deepl y involved. Like other traditional societies, the basic rational behind the 

communal involvement in mariage emanates from the belief that "marriage must consolidate 

9 1  174 the patriarchal line and family property. Since marriage directly affects the community's 

future members, property distribution, and its relationship with other communities, each 

member is obliged to observe the rules of the community in making his decision regarding 

maniage. Mariage is more of an alliance between two extended families, rather than only 

the future spouses. 175 

177 Wilson, supra 159 riote a t  129. 
173 Ibib. at 129. 
17.' Iljid. at 123. 
175 Iljid. 



With the exception of the Kunama ethnic group,17G in al1 ethnic groups, the final 

decision of maniage lies with the c ~ r n r n u n i t ~ . " ~  Amonp the Afar, for example, the future 

husband enjoys the right to choose his partner, however, he must obtain the approval of his 

178 extended family before proceeding with the marriage arrangement. In the Rashaida 

tradition. a girl may not marry a person from outside of her clan.17' Further, in some cases, 

the future spouses may be unaware of the agreements reached by their extended fia mi lie^."^ 

In many ethnic groups, extended families try to maintain their wealth by "[making] pledges 

of a mamage alliance refemng to.. .unbom ~hildren."'~' 

The expansion of urbanisation and changes in socio-economic patterns result in some 

variation of the degree to which extended families interfere in a marital relationship. In areas 

of higher education and a geater tendency towards gender equality, such as towns and cities, 

partners may be relatively free to arrange their own maniage.'8' Nevenheless, the future 

spouses and their parents have to consult " ... older members of the extended family who still 

reside in country side. >r 183 

1 Ï G  Compared with the other ethnic groups. a young woman from Kunama enjoys sxtreme right to choose her 
future partner. As Zeineb Ibrahim puts it. "[w]e have two ways of arrringing marriage. In one the mother build a 
house for her daughter and invites young men who are [the daughter's] friends. The girl chooses one from 
among them. In the second type of arrangement the rnother of the boy goes with gjfts CO the mother of the girl 
who gives them to her daughter. If she wrints to get married she accepts the gitis. Otherwise she returns them - 
that is how my marriage was arranged." Ibici. at 130. 
'77 '*Eritrean Traditions And Customs: Marriage And The Family Arnong The Tigre Ethnic Group" Eritrecc 
Profle (2 1 December 1996). onIine: Eritrean Network Information Centei- 
<http:/ /www.eritrea.oroJEIB/cultureNArtsCulturehtml (last modified: 1997). 
"' Ibid. 
17' "Marriage and the Family Among the Rashaida Ethnic Group" Erirrea Profile (14 December 1996), online: 
Ibid. 
la' Ibid. 
18' "Eritrean Traditions and Customs: Marriage and the Family Among the Tigre Ethnic Group" Erirrea Profile 
(27 January 1996), online: Ibid. 
Ig2 Ibid. This is particularly true among the educatrd partners who by their very nature are reluctant to strictly 
follow every aspect of the traditional values. However their influence is on establishing the relationship, they 
must consul t their respective extended families who final1 y conclude the marriage agreement. 
I s 3  Wilson, supm note 159 at 130. 



The thirty-year armed struggle for independence led to positive changes in the 

traditional mmiage artangement.l8' The Eritrean People's Liberation Front adopted a 

mmiage policy allowing for free consent of both parties to ensure gender equality and 

protect the interests of women and children.Ig5 Once the policy was fully implemented within 

the organisation, it influences the attitude of the societies towards mamage. However, 

implementing the new policy in place of the traditionai policy was a challenging task. The 

organisation followed a systematic and planned approach ". . . by first studying the situation, 

then creating the necessary pre-conditions, and fïnally embarking on detailed discussions 

which [enabled] the masses thernselves to change  la^."'^^ 

Following independence, however, the ex-fighters seem to have retumed to their 

traditional values. In their research on life of Eritrean women ex-fighters after independence, 

Matsuoka and Sorenson analogised the women's situation to that experienced by women in  

other countries. They found that, as in Mozambique, most liberation movements 

". . .supported women7s emancipation during the phases of m e d  struggie but have tended to 

back away from this once the goal of independence is achieved 3 9  187 

Therefore, the extremely strong communal bond of Etitrean society urges individuals 

to surrender considerable personal rnatters to their communities. Despite variances in  

education, wealth, social status, and location of residence, among other factors, individuals 

do not violate at least the basic traditionai principles that maintain the communal life. In 

181 Atsuko Matsuoka and John Sorenson. Aj?er hidependerice: Prospects for Womnri itl Eritren. at 2,  online: 
<http://www.skk.uit.no/WW99/prtpers/Matsuoka~Atsuko.pdf> (date accessed: April 12 2001). 
l S s  Wilson. supra note 159 at 134-35. 
'861bid. at 13 1 .  
I g 7  Matsuoka and Sorenson, supra note 184. 



order to avoid a hostile social reaction against their behaviour, they generally observe the 

communal traditions at any cost. 

2.2.3.3 Communal Protection 

Almost al1 Eritrean communities, parallel to their gross interference in personal 

matters of an individual, assume a duty to protect their members. When an individual is 

confronted with any probiem, such as economic or social, the comrnunity cames the burden. 

An extreme case, murder is a good example of the essence of communal protection. 

If A kills B, for practical and social purposes, al1 members of A's extended family are 

considered to be equally liable for the murder. Regardless of the legal remedies, if the two 

families do not reconcile, the relationship between them may be potentially fatal because of 

the tendency of revenge."' Hence, A's family strongly sttive to reconcile with B's family. In 

the traditional mechanism of reconciliation of the Afar, for instance, the families follow 

di fferent procedures. As Abdulawel puts it: 

[the murderer's extended farnily] offers a camel. a shroud. a threrid and a needle to the 
bereaved family as a gesture of good will in order to begin the long process of reconciliation. 
If the latter accepts the gift, it is a sign that reconciliation is desired, but if it [rejects] i t  means 
revenge and the situation becomes tense and very critica~."~ 

In most communities, when two families are able to reach reconciIiation, the burden 

of paying the blood money lies with the extended family of the murderer. There are also 

other means of reconciliation, such as mamage. In significant number of communities "[Ilf 

two families have a blood feud between them, one way to settle the tense is through a 

marriage alliance." 

18s "Death and Blood-Money Arnong the Afars" Erirrea Profile (29 August 1995). online: sicpra note 177. 
18' !bid. 

Supra note 18 1 .  The rational behind such arrangement is that the marriage of two persons is considered to 
merge two extended families for social reasons. 



As illustrated above, the relationship between the individual and his community is 

quite different in Eritrea as compared with the Western World. The main reason for the 

difference is the difference in standard of living. In Eritrea, the traditional mode of 

production exposes the rural communities to various economic challenges. It is extremely 

difficult, if not impossible, for a single family to overcome al1 economic constraints. 

The economic interdependence and the high level of interaction between individuals 

and farnilies bnng about very strong relationship within a given comrnunity. This close 

attachment is the central element of communal bond. That is why an individual is bound by 

his social values despite being physically and economically far away frorn his extended 

family. 

The ultimate outcorne of the socio-economic patterns is a strong communal life. 

Communal life usually has two aspects. First, a ccrtain cornmunity -extended family, a 

village, or a clan- considerably interferes in the most personal matters of individuais. As 

mentioned above, an individual has no absolute right to his land; on the issues of whether, 

when, and to whom to marry: where to reside;'" whom to help and with what; whether and 

how many children to have. Each member of a community has a social obligation to 

participate in al1 community affairs. 

The second aspect of communal life, on the other hand, is the great duty of a 

community to protect each and every member. In Eritrea, individuals with better standard of 

living usually help those in desperate condition. If a community fails to collectively resolve 

any kind of peril that happens to its member, it is an insult to the community. In the absence 

19' The issue of residence is particulürly relevant in urban areas. Unlike in rural, people frorn urban communities 
usually get married at the age of late 20s or early 30s. According to the social values, however, a person cannot 
leave his parents before marriage irr~spective of his age. 



of modem social welfare systems, comrnon in the Western world, the communal social 

obligation secures individuals from any persona1 problem. Moreover, the involvement of a 

community at large in inter-personal disputes and conflicts is another important aspect. A 

person in a crisis receives spiritual, psychological, financial and other supports from his 

community. It is the socio-economic status of the Eritrean society that defines the 

indi vidual/comrnuni ty relationship. 

When one looks at the issue of abortion within the context of the communal life, i t  is 

very clear that the issue falls within the public domain. In communities where an extended 

family actively determines the place of residencc, marriage arrangement, number of children, 

the issue of divorce, i t  is quite logical for the community to assume responsibility on abortion 

matters. The private domain in Eritrea is much narrower than in the United States and 

therefore does not encompass the issue of abortion. The socio-economic standard of today's 

Eritrean communities is similar to the past American society when abortion was a public 

issue. As mentioned above, before 1965, inter-racial mamage and using contraceptives were 

considered to faIl within the public domain in the u.s."' Abonion was moved from the 

public to the private dornain in 1973, following ~ 0 e . I ~ ~  

The direct and indirect impacts of abortion are significant issues of communal 

concem. Until recent years, abortion was not an issue because of low marriage age and a 

prohibition of pre-marital sex, among other reasons. In the rural areas, man and woman 

usually get mamed below the ages of 18 and 15, respectively. Most ethnic groups either 

socially or religiously, strictly prohibit pre-marital sex. In Tigrigna, for example, "women are 

19* See Loving and Griswold srrprn notes 135 and 138 respectively and the accompnnying texts. 
'93 See supra note 45 and the accompanying iext. 



expected to be virgins at mamage and can be sent home in disgrace if they are not, or even if 

they do not happen to bleed during first interco~rse.'"~~ 

Today, in urban and semi-urban areas, the attitude of Entrean communities towards 

sex and mariage is changing. Because of the urban way of life and the tendency of reachinp 

high level of education, early maniage becomes impractical. An increasing desire for a high 

standard of living urges individuals to acquire a skill or financial resources before 

considering mamage. Expansion of education and contact with the outside world also 

influence urban communities to change their attitude towards pre-marital sex, although they 

still maintain some basic conservative values. The combination of both traditional and 

modem values towards sex, sexuality, and marriage in urban cornmunities result in dilemma 

for the younger generation. Some of the consequences of such a dilemma are unwanted 

pregnancies, unsafe abortions, and high matemal mortali ty and rnorbidi ty rate. 

As traditional society, having a large number of children hüs both social and 

econornic significance to Eritean families. Children start helping their families at the age of 

five. Senior parents are economically dependent on their children due to the absence of social 

welfare mechanisms. In such a situation, deaths and disabilities (infertilities) of women as a 

consequence of unsafe abortion practices result in social and economic trauma. 

The extent of materna1 mortality due to unsafe abortion is a strong signal for the 

communities to take al1 appropriate measures to protect their members. The most basic 

measure in tackling the overall consequences of abortion is preventing unwanted 

pregnancies. The communities need to actively engage in identifying and minimising legal, 

economic, and social causes of unwanted pregnancies and the consequences of unsafe 

- - - - - . . . 

'" Wilson, slcpra note 159 at 125. 



abortion. This conclusion leads one to examine the issue of whether the public in general has 

an obligation to tackie the problems o f  unsafe abortion under international law. 



CHAPTER THREE 

THE RIGHT TO LIFE 

The right to life is the supreme and the most basic right of human beings, for without 

it, the realisation of the other rights is impossible.19S It is a prerequisite for the very existence 

of human beings because "[Qf there is no life there is nothing left to human dignity."'96 The 

right to life is provided in almost al1 national constitutions and regional and international 

instruments. In many countries, it has been at the centre of abortion debate. The right to life 

of the foetus is the basis for the pro-life movement. Advocates for reproductive rights also 

invoke the right to life, as many women die as a result of unsafe abortions. 

The atrocities committed before and during the World War II urged the international 

cornmuni ty to take appropriate measures to protect individuals from arbi trary state action. In 

both the national and international instruments, the central issue is usually the right to life of 

human beings. The Universal Declaration clearly provides that "[elveryone has the right to 

7 7 1 9 7  life .... The Political Covenant also recognises every human being to have the inherent 

right to ~ i f e . ' ~ ~  Sirnilarly, the African Charter under article 4 States, "[hluman beings are 

inviolable. Every human king shall be entitled to respect for his life and integrity of his 

person. No one may be arbitrarily deprived of this rights." These instruments have never 

defined the specific application of the right to life. Based on the texts of the instruments, it is 

virtually impossible to deterrnine the scope of the right. It is, therefore, important to discuss 

-- . --- - - - - - - - 

195 F. Menghistu, 'The Satisfaction of Survival Requirements" in B.G. Ramcharan, ed., The Righr to Life in 
Itiremarional Law (Dordrech: Martinus Nijhoff, 1985) 63 at 63. 
'% Ibid. 
19' Supra note 60 art. 3. 
19' Supra note 65 art. q1). The provision says. "[elvery human king has the right to life. This right shall be 
protected by law. No  one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life." 



the status of a foetus, and the scope of the right to life by examining philosophical, legal and 

practical issues. 

3.1 Status of Foetus 

At the core of the abortion debate. both at national and international levels, is the 

status of the foetus in the right to life debate. Despite their multiple motives behind, almost 

al1 pro-life groups invoke the right to life of a foetus. They strive to establish foetal 

personhood so that national and international instruments protect it.lg?n reality, however, 

courts and international tribunals are reluctant to not only decide the le@ status of the 

foetus, but also to frarne the very issue that determines its legal personhood. in addition to the 

competing moral and social values towards a foetus, there are other considerations that 

render the determination of the legal status of a foetus more complicated. Thus, the decision 

on the legal status of a foetus has an impact on the abortion debate and other issues involving 

interests of the foetus. 

The legal status of a foetus in a given country is determined by its constitutional 

status. If the constitution of the country expressly recognises a foetus as a person protected 

by the right to life, then laws and concerned bodies are legally obliged to protect the foetus' 

life, just like any other human being. In determining the constitutional status of a foetus, 

courts usually consider a number of complex factors and values such as philosophical, moral, 

religious, cultural, economic, and political amonpst others. Accordingly, in order to 

'" However, a number of riuthoritics consider abortion debrite to rernoin obscure if the main issue centred on the 
foetal personhood. Pojman, for instance, believes that the abortion dilemma is irresolvable if cenued only on an 
issue of personhood of a foetus. He rather argues the appropriate issue to be whether a pregnrint woman hris a 
right to terrninate the pregnrincy based on self-defence. For further discussion on this issue, see generally, Louis 
P. Pojman, "Abortion: A Defense of the Personhood Argument" in Louis P. Pojrnan & Francis J. Beckwith. 
eds., The Aborrioti Confroversy: 2.5 Years 4 e r  Rue v. Wade, 2nd ed. (Belmont: Wadsworth, 1998) 275.275- 
298. 



adequately understand the legal status of a foetus, it is necessary to look into some of these 

basic factors. For the purpose of this thesis, however, the status of a foetus is discussed from 

only philosophical perspective. Then the analysis on the status in practical cases follows. 

3.1.1 Philoso~hical Status of Foetus 

Li ke courts and international tri bunals, philosophers face the challenge of 

determining the philosophicd status of n foetus. Despite massive philosophical discourses on 

the issue of abortion, n o  one is able to define the status of a foetus for a11 purposes. Each 

philosophical view results in an indefinite chain of arguments and counter-arguments. Some 

philosophers argue the pro-life position, trying to show that a foetus is a person and that 

abortion is as morally wrong as murder. Other philosophers deny the personhood of the 

foetus and consider abortion to be the same as any other personal matter of the pregnant 

woman. A third group of philosophers try to establish the personhood of a foetus at some 

particular stage of foetal development by defining criteria that must be met for personhood. 

The discussion below describes these three competing philosophical views and analyses them 

in light of their practical significance. 

One of the radical philosophers reflecting the pro-choice is Tooley. According to him, 

one has a right to life if "one is capable of desiring to continue existing as a subject of 

experiences and other mental  statu^."^^^ He says that an entity needs to have the concept of 

its existence and the consciousness of itself before it has a right to life."' Tooley criticises 

most of the criteria provided by other philosophers to define the philosophical status of a 

foetus, such as: conception, the attainment of human form, mobility, viability, and birth. 

200 Micheal Tooley, "Abortion and Infanticide" (1972) 2 Phil. & Pub. Aff. 37 at 49. 
'O' Ibid. 



Applying his philosophical view to the abortion issue, Tooley denies a foetus to have 

the nght to life."' His self-consciousness requirement leads him to extend his analysis 

beyond the point of birth and concludes, "a new-born baby does not possess the concept of a 

continuing self ... and infanticide during a time interval shortly after birth must be morülly 

acceptable."'03 When discussing whether a new-born is capable of self-consciousness, 

Tooley says, "it would be a matter of everyday observation whether or not a given organism 

possessed the concept of continuing self."'M 

Similarly, Warren, in her ou the Mora l i~  urzd Legal Starrrs of aboriion breaks a 

'hurnan being' down into the genetic human being and the moral hurnan being.'05 The former 

refers to a being that geneticalty belongs to the species Homo Sapierts; whereas the latter is a 

full-fledged member of the moral community, which may not necessarily be genetically 

h ~ r n a n . ~ ' ~  According to her analysis, only a moral human being has the status of personhood 

with 'full moral rights'. Genetic humanity is an  insignificant element in establishing 

personhood. 

Wmen puts forth five criteria for determining personhood: consciousness, reasoning, 

self-motivated activity, the capacity to communicate, and the presence of self-concepts and 

self-awarene~s.'~~ She says that one does not need to fultïl al1 the criteria in order to attain 

20' Ibid. at 65. Tooley puts the three philosophical contentions of his thesis as follows: 1. An entity cannot have 
a right to  lifc unless it is capable of having an interest in its own continued existence; 2. An entiry is not capable 
of having an  interest in its own continued existence unless it possesses, at some time, the concept of a 
continuing self, or subject of experience and other mental States; and 3. the fact that an  entity will, if not 
destroyed, come to  have properties that would give it a right to  life does not in itself make it serious wrong to 
destroy it. 
*O3 Ibid. 
'Ol lbid. at 64. 
*O5 Marry Anne Warren, "On the Moral and Legal Status of Abortion" in Susan Dwyer & Joel Feinberg, eds., 
The Probie~t~ of Aborrion, 2nd ed. (Benmont: Wadsworth, 1997) 59 at 66. 
'O6 Ibid. 
"' Ibid. at 67-70. 



personhood. However, the first two "look like fairly good candidates for necessary 

conditions.. .."'O8 She insists that any being that satisfies none of the critena is not a person. 

According to her, unconscious individuals, those lacking full mental capacity, and foetuses 

are human beings, but are not persons with full moral rights. She denies that even a fully 

developed foetus is worthy of protection by the right to life, arguing that a pregnrint "woman 

in her seventh month to obtain abortion just to avoid having to postpone a trip to Europe 

. . . [is not] irnm~ral."'~ 

Unlike Tooley, Warren is reluctant to equally apply her thesis to infanticide. Her 

position is, therefore, vulnerable to various challenges because the fuily developed foetus, 

morally spcaking, is similar to a newbom baby. Warren tries to overcorne this problem by 

differentiating between the condition of the woman before birth and after birth. She argues 

that once a foetus is bom, its continued life is not a threat to the life or  health of the rnother, 

as the mother has the option to tum the baby over to the state for adoption."0 Following this 

logic conceming the mother's economic situation, Warren considers infanticide to be 

immoral . 

At the other extreme of the spectrum in the abortion debate are those philosophers, 

who consider a foetus to be a person from the moment of conception. These, philosophers 

generally rely on a genetic-based argument. John Noonan,  for instance, says that at 

conception the new entity acquires human genetic code."' It is the genetic information that 

"determines his characteristics, which is the biologicai carrier of the possibility of human 

?O8 Ibid. 
'O9 Ibid. 
"O Ibid. at 72 .  
21 1 John T. Noonan, Jr., et al., The Moraliry of Aborrion: Legal and Hisroricd Perspecrives, ed.. by  John T. 
Noonan (Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1970) at 57. 



wisdorn, which makes him a self-evolving being""' An entity consisting of human genetic 

code is a person, which has a destiny to decide for itse~f."~ Noonan recognises that, two 

lives, a woman and a foetus, with equal rights may appear in conflict. Yet, any conflict 

involving the foetus is profoundly unique because of "the total inability of the foetus to speak 

for itself and the fact that the right of the foetus regularly nt stake is the right to life itself.""" 

Radical pro-life philosophers deny that there is any signifiant change in 

philosophical status of a foetus after conception. Finnis notes that the unbom child is a 

person from the time of conception, regardless of age, appearance, and other changes. 215 He 

considers drawing a line dividing foetal development where personhood begins to be 

irrelevant."%e clearly illustrates the insignificance of the demarcation, saying: 

[alnd then there is Henry Fonda. From the time of  his conception, though not before, one 
could Say, looking at his unique personal genetic constitution. not oniy that by the tenth week 
Henry Fonda would have fingers, but also that in his fortieth year h e  would have a cool hand. 
That is how there seems no rhyme o r  reason in waiting 'ten weeks' until his fingers and so on  
actually becorne visible before declaring thar he now has the human rights.. ..'17 

Don Marquis is another philosopher who objects to abortion. Based on his 'future- 

like-ours' thesis, he argues that killing is primarily wrong because of its effect on the 

victims."18 The loss of life deprives the victim "of al1 experiences, activities, projects, and 

' l a  Ibid. 
'13 Ibid. 
' 1 4  Ibid. 
215 John Finnis. 'The  Rights and Wrongs of Abortion: A Reply to Judith Thomson" (1973) 2 Phil. & Pub. Aff. 
Lli at 145. 

' I b  Ibid. 
217 Ibid. Some scholars deny relevance of any pre-natal demarcation for determination of personhood. Schwarz 
points out that zygote is the first stage of human life and it is an  actual person, not a potential one. Drawing ri 
distinction between being ri person and functioning as a person, Schwarz says, unconscious patients, sleepy 
individuals, and foetuses are persons despite they now do not function as persons. Whether one functions as a 
person at a specitic time is irrelevant as long a s  he or  she is genetically human. For detailed analysis, see 
Stephen Schwarz, The Mord Qitesriotl of Abortiotz (Chicago: Loyola University Press, 1990). 
218 Don Marquis, "Why Abortion is Immoral" in Dwyer & Feinberg, supra note 205,24 at 29. 



enjoyments that would othenvise have constituted the victim's f~ture.""~ He emphasises 

more on the deprivation of the foetus of its future than its personhood. He States that the 

foetus may not be able to value its future now, but it would do so if left to ~ o w . ' ' ~  To hirn, 

abortion is murder because "the loss of the future to a standard foetus.. .is at least as great a 

loss as the loss of the future of a standard human being who is killed.. ..""' He believes. 

abortion is justified only during the early stages of pregnancy and where continuation of the 

7 7 7  pregnancy would result in greater 1oss.'-- 

Some philosophers object to abortion because of the potential personhood of the 

foetus, regardless of its status 

foetus is a potential human 

Rejecting any progression of 

should treat a potential human 

at any stage of development. Stephen Buckle maintains that a 

being, deserving of al1 protections afforded to persons."3 

personhood wi th further foetal development, he says, ". . . we 

subject as if it were already an actual human subject. ,7224 

The rnost challenging criticism of the future-like-ours and potential-based arguments 

is that if  a zygote is considered a potential person, then why should not the same apply to the 

Ibid. 
220 lbid. Margquis illustrates the insignificance o f  the existing status of a foetus and says, "1 may think, in a 
period of despair, that my future is of no worth whatsoever. but 1 mriy be w o n s  because others rightly see value 
-even great value -in it. Furthermore, my future can be valuable to me even if 1 d o  not value it." lbid at 35. 
II1 Ibid. at 32. Some authorities argue that it is the very rict of killing. irrespective of one's future, that is wrong. 
See for example, Gerold H. Priske, "Abortion and the Neo-Natal Right to Life: A Critique of Marquis's Futurist 
Argument" in Pojman & Beckwith, supra note 199,325-33s. 
222 Ibid. at 33. 
223 Stephen Buckle, "Arguing from Potential" (1988) 2:3 Bioethics at 227 as cited in Bonnie Steinbock, Life 
Before Birtli: The Moral and @al Status of Embryos and Foeritses (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1992) at 59. 
124 Ibid. Other legal philosophers also object to abortion on  different grounds. Employing consistency-based 
Kantian argument, Gensler stresses abortion to be immoral according the following premises: "1. if you are 
consistent and think that abortion is normally permissible, then you will consent to the idea o f  your having been 
aboned in normal circumstances; 2. you d o  not consent to the idea of your having been aborted in normal 
circurnstances; and 3. therefore, if you are consistent then you will not think that abortion is normally 
permissible." See. Hamy J.  Gensler, ' T h e  Golden Rule Argument Against Abortion" in Pojman & Beckwith, 
supra note 199, at 325-338. 



sperm and ovum. This in turn could lead one to conclude that contraception and abstinence 

are as rnorally wrong as abortion. As John Harris put it: 

[t]o Say that the fertilised egg is potentially a hurnan being is just to  say that if certain things 
happen to it (like implantation), and certain other things do not (like spontaneous abortion), it 
will eventually become a human being. But the same is also u u e  to  the unfertilised egg and 
the sperm. If certain things happen to the egg  (like meeting a sperm) and certain things 
happen to the sperm (like meeting an egg) and thereafter certain other things d o  not (like 
meeting a contraceptive). then they will eventually become a new human being.13 

Proponents of the potential-based argument usually disrniss analogising contraception 

to abortion and corne up with counter-arguments. John Noonan, for instance, stresses that the 

probability that the fertilised egg or sperrnatozoa will become a person is extrernely low 

compared with that of the zygote."6 Richard Warren also illustrates the difference between 

conception and abortion based on the idea of self-evolution. He says that a zygote in uterus, 

if left free, will grow into a person through its natural development; whereas an "ovum or 

sperm qua itself is neither growing nor developing no matter in what sort of environment one 

should find it or put it into."'" 

Unlike the other defenders of the potential-based argument, Hare accepts this 

criticism of potentiality and concludes that contraception and abstinence may be as morally 

'" John Harris, The Value of LiJi.: At1 Iimod~rctiot~ ro Medicd  Erhics (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1995) 
at 11-12. 
716 Noonan, srtprn note 2 1 1 at  55-56. 
"' Richard Warner. "Abortion: The Ontological and Moral Status of the Unborn" in (1973) 3:4 Soc. Theory & 
Prac., Reprinted in Richard A. Wasserstorn. ed., Today S Mornl Problettrs, znd ed. (New York: MacMillan. 
1997) at 57. With the growth of technoIogy, Warner's argument does not necessarily hold true today ris an it1 

vitro zygote can remain for yertrs static. Pojman also maintains that potentiality is not sufficient to invoke the 
right to life. Illustrating the considerable kgal significance between actual and potential stritus he takes the 1992 
U.S. presidential campaign a s  an exarnple. HI: says, "[sluppose that during that carnpaign of the Dernocratic 
Party for the presidential nomination, Jerry Brown had suddenly appeared a t  the White House with his family 
and furniture. '1 [am] moving in here,' he announces to an  incredulous White House staff. 'You crin [not] do. It 
is unlawful! President Bush rightly lives here,' objects the staff rnember. 'You d o  [not] know what you are 
talking about. D o  [not] you Republicans believe that a potential person has ail the rights of a n  actual person? 
Well, o n  that some logic, a potential president has the same rights as an actual president. Sincc I am potentially 
the president. 1 [am] taking advantage of my rights, so let me in'." See generaily. Louis P. Pojrnan, siipra note 
199,275 at 282-83. 



wrong as abo r t i~n .~ '~  In illustrating the insignificance of the distinction between 

contraception and abortion, he States that "[ilf 1 have a duty to open a certain door, and two 

keys are required to unlock it, it does not seem to me to make any difference to my duty that 

one key is already in the lock and the other is in my tro~sers." '~~ He, however, adrnits that 

due to their attachment to the foetus, pxents may morally feel guilty more about abortion 

than merely refraining from procreation.'30 

Some philosophers reflect views that lie between the two extremes of the spectmm in 

the abortion debate. Though they rely on various reasoning, the philosophers usually 

determine the status of a foetus according to its stage of foetal development. Bonnie 

Steinbock's 'moral  tat tus''^' argument maintains that in order to have a moral status, an 

entity must have intere~t.'~' She emphasises, "to say that someone has a moral right to 

something is to say that he or she has a moral daim against others that they act (or refrain 

,7233 from acting) in certain ways. According to her, a being has interests if it matters what is 

done to it. In other words, it rnust be sentient. Hence, sentience is a minimal condition for 

moral status.13' 

Based on this theory, Steinbock determines the philosophical status of a foetus. She 

considers ernbryos and unconscious foetuses to be potential persons, but without interest? 

However, "late foetuses, like babies, are capable of sensuous pleasure, from sucking their 

"' R.M. Hare. "Abortion and the Golden Rule" (1975) 4 Phil. & Pub. .4ff. 201 at 2 11-2 13. 
729 Ibid. 
"O ibid. at 215. 
=' Steinbock, supra note 223. Steinbock derives her moral-status theory from Feinberg's 'interest principle' 
theory, which considers interest as essential element of rights. According to Steinbock, the moral-status theory 
is more basic than the 'interest principle' in that it is an issue for all moral views. even those that reject rights. 
"' Ibid. at 10. 
"3 Ibid. 

Ibid. at 70. 
"' Ibid. 



thurnbs, from the warmth of the womb, from the sound of their mothers' heartbeats ...."236 

The fundamental reason for the sentience requirement is that if a sentient foetus has life it 

values, then we should protect that life. Steinbock recognises the difficulty of drawing a 

bright line between sentient and non-sentient, but argues that it is not possible before the 8" 

week of pregnancy and is very probable after 28 weekd3 '  

B m c h  Brody cornes up with another approach based on the brain-death theory. 

According to this theory, a person dies or goes out of existence only when the brain stops 

functioning "no matter what else has happened to  him."238 It follows that the only essential 

propeny of humanity is the possession of a functioning brain.'3g Brody outlines his approach 

for the determination of the philosophical status of a foetus, saying: 

[Ilet us now look at the following argument: (1) A functioning brain (or at Irast, a brain that. 
if not functioning, is susceptible of function) is a property that every human being must have 
because it is essential for being human. (3) By the time an entity acquires that property, it has 
d l  the other properties that are essential for being human. Therefore, when the foetus acquires 
that property it becomes a human being.'JO 

He pinpoints the developmental stage when the brain starts functioning and 

says, "...the foetus becomes a human being about the end of the sixth week after its 

236 Ibid. at 69. 
"' Ibid. 85. 
"' Baruch Brody, "Against an Absolute Right to Abortion" in Dwyer & Feinberg, srcprn note 205,93 at 94. 
3 9  Ibid. at 95. 
240 Ibid. Some authorities regard pre-viable foetus to be part of a pregnrint woman's body. Alder. for exarnple, 
says that before viability, a foetus is similru to an individual's k g  or arm and the "individual's decision to have 
an arm or leg amputated fails within the sphere of privacy.. .." See generally, Mortimer J. Adler, Haves Withour 
Have-Not: Essays for the 21" Cerrrwy on Democracy arld Socialistti (New York: Macmillan. 199 1) at 210. For 
further discussions on moderate philosophical position, see L.W. Sumner, Aborriori nrld Moral Tlieoty 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press. 1981) at 124-160; Heather J. Gert, "vinbility" (1995) 3 Int'l J. Phil. 
Stud. 133, 133-142. 
IJ' Ibid. at 96. 



Based on the competing philosophical views presented above, the discussion below 

analyses these views and argues two main points. First, as the philosophical status of the 

foetus affects tremendous factors both within and outside of the abortion context, neither of 

the philosophers' views is applicable to a11 issues affecting the foetus. Second, for the 

purposes of accornmodating the multifaceted issues invoiving a foetus, determination of i ts 

status needs to Vary dependinp on specific subject matter, time, and place. 

Having emphasised on defending their position on the abortion debate, the 

philosophers at the two extremes seem to have failed to realise the reality and the practicril 

consequences of their views. The extreme pro-choice philosophers fail to consider the 

physical and emotional maternal-foetal relationship. Naturally, at least in most cases, no one 

is more emotionally attached to the foetus than the pregnant woman. It is only when the 

pregnancy is unwanted andor is a threat to the well being of the woman that she prefers 

abortion to carrying the pregnancy to tem. The philosophers, however, appear to have 

ignored such a unique relationship and assume abortion to be as easy as cutting nails. 

One of the criteria for personhood of a foetus as provided by ~ o o l e ~ " '  and 

~ a r r e n , ~ "  consciousness, results in controversial moral issues even in matters other than 

abortion. If, according to their analyses, an unconscious patient lacks personhood, it  follows 

that the act of killing the patient is not immoral. Tooley expressly recognises killing babies 

who are incapable of expressing the concept of continuing existence to be moral. He, 

however, does not specify how to determine such capacity. Then, it seems logical to 

conclude that killing a three years old baby, for instance, is not immoral. Warren tries to 

242 See sicpra note 200 and the accornpiinying text. 
243 See supra note 205 and the accornprinying text. 



show that her Iiberal opinion on abortion does not imply that infanticide is moral because of 

the available social remedies, such as adoption.'u Nevertheless, her reasoning is of less 

significance. If she assumes that infanticide would not occur because of the remedies, it 

follows that infanticide would not be immoral where no remedy is avaihble. 

The arguments of the extreme pro-life philosophers also appear to have ignored the 

practical impacts of unwanted pregnancies and unsafe abortions. Once conception takes 

place, the philosophers do not accept any compromise, even where a given pregnancy would 

result in profound negative consequences. These philosophers are so set in their beliefs that 

they do not consider the physical, psychological, and socio-econornic impacts of the birth of 

a child on the raped woman. They deny the validity of consequentialist reasoning. 

In invoking the right to life of a foetus from conception and potentiality, the 

philosophers create confusion between contraception and abortion. In defending their 

position, they rely on theory of probability to show the difference between conception and 

abortion, but the degree of probability does not affect the potentiality of the sperm or ovum. 

It is true that the probability that of a specific sperm ce11 or ovum will be a person is far lower 

than that of a zygote; nevertheless, the sperm or ovum retains its potential capacity to be a 

person. In light of potentiality, the only difference between them is that the zygote is one step 

ahead of sperrn and ovum. Either stage requires that certain conditions be fulfilled in order 

for it to acquire the full personhood. 

2 U  She assumes that rnothers wouId not kill their newborn babies because other people in the community crin 
take care of the babies if the rnothers have any problem. However, such assumption may not necessarily alwsiys 
hold true. In developing countries, for example, the very arrangement of adoption does  not considerably exist 
due to the socio-econornic factors. 



The philosophers at the middle of the spectmm create ways by which the rights of a 

foetus and of a woman can be accommodated. They attempt to draw a line at some stage of 

foetal development when its philosophical status changes. The main problem with their 

position is the arbitrariness of the demarcation. ~ r o d ~ , " "  for example, deives his approach 

from brain-death theory, but he is not certain at what exact stage of foetal developrnent 

personhood begins. Similarly, s te in bock"^ in her person-view theory assumes that the foetus 

acquires personhood between 8 and 34 weeks of foetal development. This gap causes 

problems in applying her theory in real life. 

From the above reading one can conclude that, while each philosopher effectively 

criticises the approaches of other philosophers, no one can come up with an efficient 

approach to determine the philosophical status of a foetus. There are various reasons for the 

great difficulty in detennining the philosophical status of the foetus. The first reason is the 

bias towards the issue of abortion. The philosophers' positions on the issue of abortion 

considerably influence their value judgement, which in turn affect their analyses of the 

philosophical status of foetus. In most cases, their conclusion precedes their analyses, as they 

mainly concentrate on justifying their personal position on abortion issue. 

Second, determining the status of a foetus simultaneously determines its interests in 

various areas outside of the abortion issue such as, succession, i11 vitro fertilisation, foetal 

medical research, and pre-natal health care. The basic problem is that no philosopher can 

design an approach that can be fairly applied in al1 issues affecting foetal interests. 

245 See supra note 238 and the accompanying text. 
746 Supra note 223 and the accompanying text. 



Determining foetal personhood is less challenging in al1 issues besides abortion where one 

must also consider the woman's rights. 

Third, the philosophical status of a foetus primarily relates to the abortion debate in 

which various competing values are involved. The recognition of a foetus as a person directly 

nullifies the legality of any liberal abortion law. The opposite is true if  a foetus is not 

recognised as a person. It is almost impossible to determine the philosophical status of a 

foetus because doing so triggers the abortion debate in all its cornplexity. 

Therefore, in order to appropriately address al1 the complex issues that involve a 

foetus, it is pressing to employ a pragmatic approach in determining the philosophical status 

of a foetus through consideration of various factors. The context of a foetus' interests is one 

reason for concem. Its status has to be dealt with differently, depending on the sensitivity and 

nature of a given issue. The determination of the status requires more concern in abortion 

issues than in other rnatters üffecting foetal interests. 

Further, the purpose and significance of abortion law of a certain society is another 

consideration. Due to socio-economic discrepancies, the consequences of restrictive abortion 

laws in traditional societies are different from that of modem societies in developed 

countnes. In the former case, such as in Africa, the restrictive abortion laws result in the 

spread of unsafe abortion, which in tum claims tens of thousands of woman annually, 

whereas in the latter, restrictive abortion laws mainly affect only the right of privacy of a 

women. Consequently, the philosophical status of a foetus has to be detemined in light of 

the overall practical consequences of abortion and other matters significantly affecting the 

interests of a foetus. 



3.1.2 Legal Status of a Foetus in International Law 

Determining the legal status of a foetus has been one of the controversial issues in the 

international arena because countnes have diverse stances and policies on abortion. In order 

to understand the Iegal status of the foetus under international law, it is necessary to look at 

the preparatory materials of the various conventions. As mentioned above, the articles of the 

international instruments that provide the right to life are vague. Hence, it is essential to 

interpret them according to the international law. Pursuant to Article 3 l(1) of the Convention 

on the Law of Treaties, a treaty is "interpreted in good faith in accordance with ..." its 

context, objective and purpose.'" Sub-article 2 of this provision considers a preamble of an 

international instrument to be a factor for interpretation. Moreover, "preparatory work of the 

treaty" is also an important source for interpretation.'"g It becornes indispensable to scrutinise 

the context and preparatory work of the international instruments in order to understand the 

specific meaning of the right to life. 

The question of whether the foetus should be protected by article 3 of the Universal 

Declaration was one of the difficult issues dunng the drafting process.'49 TWO cornpeting 

proposals were submitted. A Lebanese representative suggested that article 3 should read 

"[elvery man has the right to life. ..frorn the moment of conception regardless of his physical 

~ 7 2 5 0  or mental condition .... The representative of Chile similarly proposed that the article 

should protect even the unbom children."' 

547 23 May 1969, 1155 U.N.T.S. 331, reprinted in 8 International Legal Materials 679 (1969) [hereinafter 
Vietlrra Cotivetrtion] . 
'" See ibid. m. 32. 
249 The article says "[elveryone has the right to life.. . ." Supra note 60. 
250 Commission on Human Rights, Repon of the Drafiitrg Comrriitree or1 ata Itlterrratiotial Bill of hl~tniarr Riglits: 
Suggestions of rlze Drafiirig Cornrrritree for Articles of a11 Internariottal Declnratiori oti Huntati Rigltts, 1" Sess., 
U.N.  Doc. WCN .4/2l(l947) at 74. 
251 Ibid. 



On the other hand, the representative of the United Nations Commission on the Status 

of Women opposed the above proposals on the ground that the provision wouid be 

inconsistent with the then liberal abortion laws of many c~untries.'~' Nevertheless, due to the 

very sensitive nature of abortion, none of the above proposals was pushed to a vote. Article 3 

was finally vaguely wntten as "everyone has the right to life.. . ." 

As was the case in the international instruments, mentioned above, the l e p l  status of 

a foetus was to be a controversial issue during the drafting process of the Children's 

Convention. In the discussion conceming the wording of paragraph 6 of the preamble and 

article 1 of the Convention, the drafting body extensively debated on the legal status of a 

foetus. The debatc was sparked by the direct question raised by a representative of Barbados: 

[tlhe child's right to life has not been articled. How far should this right go'? Does the child 
include the unbom child, or the foetus? Under specified circurnstances, should a foetus be 
aborted without an offence being committed or at the relevant rime was the foetus a human 
life? Al1 these questions which should be considered before the child's right to life is 
a n i c ~ e d . ~ ~  

The importance of protecting the unborn child was repeatedly proposed in order to 

match the Convention with the restrictive abortion laws of the majority of  tat tes.'^'' The 

representative of the former German Democratic Republic, for example, proposed that 

paragraph 6 of the preamble should guarantee the protection of the nght of the child 

". . . before as well as after birth.. . ."25' Similarl y, representatives of the Ho1 y See, Ireland, 

Malta and the Philippines supported the protection of the unborn ~ h i l d . ' ~ ~  

-S2 Ibici. 
~ 5 '  Commission on Human Rights, Qrtestiora of n Corivetrtion on the RigAts of the C /dd ,  Report of the 
Secretary-Gerieral. 35h Sess., U . N .  Doc. EKN. 4/1324 (1978) at 7, para. 3. 

Commission on Human Rights, Qirestimi of a Coriverltiori on the Rights of the Cltih!, Report of the Workirig 
Grotcp on a Draji Converition on the Ri& of the Child. 45h Sess., U.N.  Doc. E/CN. 4/1989/48 (1989) para. 
35. 
"' lbid. at 9. para. 33. 
".'' /bid. para. 34. 



On the other hand, some delegations pointed out, ". . .the unbom child is not literally a 

person whose rights could already be protected, and the main trust of the Convention was 

deemed to promulgate the xights and freedom of every human being after his birth and the 

age of 18 years."'s7 A third group of delegations, including Nonvay, the Netherlands, India, 

China, the United Soviet Socialist Republic, Denmark, Australia, Sweden, German 

Democratic Republic, and Canada opposed the very fact of re-opening of the debate on the 

legal status of the foetus, as it had not been agreed upon in previous debate~.'~' Due to lack 

of a consensus, and based on the recommendation of some delegations, the Working Group 

refrained from taking a vote on the issue.'59 

Finally, the Working Group came up with a draft of paragnph 6 of the preamble,260 

compromising the competing views. The paragraph of the preamble was meant to achieve 

two goals: avoiding any inconsistency between the Children's Convention and restrictive 

abortion laws of various countries, it allows the protection of the unborn child by putting the 

phrase 'before as well as after birth'; and reflecting the opposite view of the delegations, the 

working Group put on the travarrx preparatoires, "[iln adopting this preambular paragraph, 

the working Group does not intend to prejudice the interpretation of article 1 or any other 

provision of the convention by States ~arties."'~' Such a vague provision gave room to the 

States Parties to interpret the provision of the Children's Convention in accordance with their 

national laws, particularly abortion laws. 

157 lbid. at IO. para. 36. 
lbid. 

3 9  lbid. para. 4 1 
'"O The paragraph provides that, "[blearing in rnind that, as indicated in the Declaration of the Rights o f  the 
Child, 'the child, by reason of his physical and mental immaturity, needs special safegurirds and care, including 
a propriate legal protection, before as well as after birth'." Children's Convention, ncpra note 67. '' lbid. at para. 43. 



Dnfting article 1 of the Children's conventionZ6' was also a challenging task for the 

drafters of the Convention. Since it defined a child, there were disagreements as to the lower 

age limit of a child. The drafting group initially said that childhood began at the moment of 

bi t~h.~" Some delegations opposed the draft, suggesting that it was not consistent with 

restrictive abortion laws of many states? Senegal and Malta, for instance, proposed that 

article 1 should define a child as 'a human being from the moment of c~nception' . '~~ 

However, for the purpose of respecting the preambular paragaph 6 of the Convention, the 

two countnes later withdrew their proposais.'" 

From the above-discussed preparatory materials and history of the international 

instruments, one can deduce three points relevant to the legal status of foetus. First, in almost 

al1 instruments, the drafting groups and the delegations intentionally refrained from 

specifically laying down what the legal status of a foetus was. When a delegation proposed 

that a foetus be recognised as an entity protected by the international human rights, another 

group came up with opposing view. Then, the alternative approach appeared to provide 

vague provisions to accommodate the two stances. Even some members of the Human Rights 

Committee have suggested, "the question of abortion was a peculiar moral and controversial 

one and that it would therefore be difficult to achieve a Committee view on it. 7 r Z 6 7  

262 The article says that "[flor the purposc of the present Convention, a chiid means every human being below 
the age o f  eighteen years unless, under the law appiicable to the child, mrijority is attained earlier." Sicprn note 
70. 

U.N. Doc. EICN. 4 5 .  1542 (1980) paras. 28-3. as cited in Dominic McGoIdrick, The Huntari RigArs 
Conunittee: Its Role iti die Develuprrierit of the Itirerriatiorinl Covenanr or1 Civil and Political Rights (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press. 1994) at 162. 

Ibid. at 330. 
'" Commission on  Human Rights, supra note 254, at 15, para. 76. 
ZGG Ibid. para. 77. 

McGoldrick, Supra note 263 at 330. 



Second, if the provisions of the instruments were purposely designed to be consistent 

with both restrictive and liberal abortion laws, it follows that one cannot challenge either of 

the abortion laws by invoking the legal status of a foetus. For instance, the t ems  '. . .before as 

well as after birth.. .' in the preamble of the Children's Convention led the pro-life movement 

to consider a foetus as being recognised by the Convention. Yet, had the States Parties 

intended to recognise the foetus as protected by international human rights, they would not 

have objected io proposals advocating the protection of the foetus from the moment of 

conception. 

Third, the l ep l  status of the foetus has been more controversial in abortion issue in 

which the iife of the foetus competes with that of the pregnant woman. In other cases, i t  

seems to be of a general consensus that the foetus deserves protection. In experimentation 

with human embryo, for example, the determination of the legal status of the foetus has 

become a significant issue in the international arena. In Europe, the concern led the Council 

of Europe to adopt a convent i~n '~~ that protects the embryo in biomedical 

e~~erimentation.'" Article 18 of the Convention of Biomedicine expressly urges States 

Parties to adequately ensure the protection of an embryo if their laws permit research o n  it. 

Sub-article 2 of the provision also prohibits the "creation of embryos for research 

268 Coriveririori for die Profectiotz of Hur)lntl Riglits and Dignity of rhe Hiinian Beirlg \virh Regard ro tlle 
Application of Biology and Medicine: Conventioti on Huttian Rigkts arid Biotnedicirie, 4 April 1997, Eur. T. S. 
168 (entered into force 1 December 1999) [hereinafter European Convention on  Biomedicine]. 
269 The Convention does not explicitly provide the legal status o f  embryo; however, it puts some restrictions o n  
experimentation involving human embryo. The Explanritory Report o f  the convention under paragraph 19 
States, ". . .it was a generally accepted principle rfiat human dignity and the identity o f  the human being had to  be 
respected as soon as life began." The question as to when does life begin is not answered. See ibid. More 
importantly, as it was the case in al1 international human rights instruments, the term 'everyone' in the 
Convention was purposely left without being defined due to lsck of consensus among the member ststes. lbid 
para. 18. 



,9270 purposes .... Such development reveals that outside of the abortion context, the foetus 

enjoys legal protection in the international arena. 

Members of pro-life groups invoke article 6(5)27' of the Political Covenant, and argue 

that a foetus is recognised and protected by international human rights law. Indeed, a foetus 

is protected by human rights law in various aspects, such as pre-natal health care and medical 

research on embryos."' It is only when the nght of a foetus is discussed in the context of 

abortion that the international instruments hesitate to specifically provide the legal status of 

foetus. This is because, unlike in other cases, the life of a pregnant woman is also an issue. 

Accordingly, article 6(5)  protects a foetus of a convicted woman; however, it does not follow 

that such protection necessarily indicates personhood of the foetus. 

In sum, the Universal Declaration, the Political Covenant, and the Children's 

Convention purposely avoided the specific determination of the legal status of a foetus. 

Within the domain of abortion, the instruments lay down vague provisions leaving States 

Parties to interpret 'the right to Iife' based on their abortion laws. In other cases, however, the 

instruments protect a foetus without explicitly defining its legal status. Therefore, the history 

of the drafting process of these instruments shows that neither restrictive nor liberal abortion 

law can be challenged based on the legal status of a foetus in international law. 

In real cases, courts and regional tribunals are reluctant to explicitly discuss the issue 

whether or not a foetus is a person protected by international human rights instruments. The 

American Convention expressly establishes that "every person has the right to have his life 

respected. This right shall be protected by law, and, in general, from the moment of 

:'O Ibid. 
27 1 The provision prohibits the execution of death sentences o n  pregnant wornen. 
272 Kingston. supra note 20 at 459. 



conception.. .."273 However, the vagueness of this provision led the Inter-American Human 

Rights Commission to interpret it as not prohibiting liberal abortion l a ~ s . ~ ~ ~  

Whether a foetus is an entity protected by the provisions of the right to life seems to 

be avoided in, as mentioned above, almost al1 leading abortion cases decided by the 

European Commission, the Supreme Courts of Canada, and the United States. The European 

Commission, for instance, usually refrains from discussing the merits of most abortion cases 

brought before it. and dismisses thern pursuant to article 25 of the European  onv vent ion."' 

One of the few abonion cases decided by the Coun was ~ a t m i . " ~  In this case, Mr. 

Paton initially applied in the High Court of Justice in England for an injunction against his 

wife's decision to have an ab~r t ion . '~~  The Court rejected his application and Mrs. Paton 

underwent an abortion few hours after the decision. Mr. Paton forwarded his application to 

the European Commission of Human Rights, arguing that the decision of the High Court 

violated the right to life of the foetus under the European   on vent ion."' 

The Commission, instead of interpreting article 2 of the Convention for its general 

application as to whether the provision protects a foetus, discussed the applicability of the 

provision only to resolve the f uton case. It purposely avoided the central question and said, 

273 Supra note 67 art. 4. 
774 See forer v. United States ( 198 l), Inter-Am. Comm. H.R. No. 2 14 1, A)itirtnl Report of the /tirer-A~~rericatz 
Cottiniissioti or1 Hurrinn Riglits: 198 l,OEA/Ser. 61vfiI. 54, doc.9 25. The drafting history of the American 
Convention shows that the terms 'in gcneral' were added to the final draft for two purposes: to allow States 
Parties adopt restrictive or  liberal abortion laws as the case may be; and to protect foetus in cases other than 
abortion. See generally, J.  Colon-Collazo, "Legislative History of  the Right to Life in Inter-American Legai 
System" in Ramcharan, Supra note 195.33 at 40. 
275 According to the article, a petitioner musc be victim of the alleged violation of right. When the petitioner is 
not a victim, the commission dismisses the case without discussing the merits of the case. 
276 Srcpm note 47. 
277 Pclton v. British Pregriaricy Advisory Service [1979] Q.B.  276. 
278 Article 2 (1) of the European Convention provides, ".. .[n]o one shall be deprived of his life intentionally 
Save in the execution of a sentence of a court following his conviction of a crime for which the penalty is 
provided by Irtw." Supra note 66. 



"whether the unbom child is covered by article 2 was expressly left open in Application No. 

6959175 and has not yet been considered by the Commission in any other ~ase . ""~  ~ h e  

Commission laid down three possible interpretations of the article: "as not coverinp the 

foetus at all; as recognising a 'right to life' of the foetus with certain implied limitations; or 

as recognising an absolute 'right to life' of the foetus."'80 It then based its decision on the 

second option. 

On the other hand, in deciding the Constitutionality of restrictive abortion law 

provisions according to the Canadian Charter of Rights and ~reedoms,'~' the Canadian 

Suprerne Court said that the issue "whether a foetus is covered by the word 'everyone' in 

s-7782 so as to have an independent right to life under thût section was not dealt ~ i t h . " ' ~ ~  

Nevertheless, the opinion of the U.S. Supreme Court revealed the complexity of the question 

in Roe, expressly refusing to discuss the legal status of a foetus.'''' 

The legal status of a foetus seems to be purposely ignored in both the international 

instruments and judicial bodies. The problem is not with the international instruments but 

with their philosophical basis. The basic constraint in defining the legal status of a foetus 

emanates from the questions as to when life begins, and whetheï the foetus is entitled to 

protection by constitutional and human rights instruments. The difficulty of answering these 

questions in tum emerges from the involvement of various competing sensitive values. 

179 Supra note 47 at 412. 
"O Ibid. at 4 15 para. 17. 
2s 1 Cariadian Charter of Rislits and Freedottis, Part 1 of the Cotistirrrtiort Acr, 1982, being Schedule B to the 
Cutiada Act 1983 (U.K.),  1982, c.  1 1 [hereinafter Canadian Charter]. 
"' Section 7 of the Canadian Charter says, "[elveryone has the right to life, liberty and security of the person 
and the right not to be deprived thereof except in accordance with the principles of fundamental justice." 
'83 Supra note 46 at 38. 
284 See ncpra note 45 and the accornpanying text. 



3.2 Scope of the Rieht to life 

The traditional notion of the right to life and the historical basis of the international 

human rights instruments on the one hand, the death of millions of poor people from hunger, 

diseases, and other related causes on the other hand, led scholars to differ on the scope of the 

right to life. In general, there are two views as to the application of the right to life. Some 

authorities adhere to the negative aspect of the concept and argue for its narrow scope, 

limiting it to the prohibition of arbitrary state action against individual's life. Others argue for 

its broad application, saying that a state is responsible to take positive measures essential for 

human survival. In order to fully understand the scope of the right to life in international law, 

i t is of importance to look at three factors: the theoretical aspect, the preparatory materials of 

international instruments, and the practical application of the right. 

3.2.1 Theoretical Aspect 

The modem concept of the right to life emerged a< the end of the 17Ih century, based 

on the law of nature.'85 The law of nature recognises the right to life as one of the inalienable 

rights of human beinpZg6 For the purpose of protecting these inalienable nghts, "man 

established the state, which does not promote rights, but ensures and respects them."Z87 

Accordingly, there seems no doubt that the traditional notion of the right to life is negative 

right that protects individuals from arbitrary positive state action.'88 

Dinstein is one of the scholars who are in favour of the narrow application of the right 

to life. He believes that homicide can be canied out through starving, exposing to diseases, 

A. Redelbach, "Protection of the Right to Life by Law and by Other Means" in Rarncharan, supra note 194, 
182 at 182. 

/&id. 



and hazards, and other acts that fall within article 6 of the Political ~ovenant. '~' However, he 

declines to consider the mere toleration of malnutrition as a violation of the right to ~ife.'~' 

According to Dinstein, the right to life applies only when a state intentionally refrains from 

taking positive measures in order to bnng about death of in~i iv iduals .~~~ 

Prezetacznik is of a similar view, but for different reasons. He breaks the issue down 

into 'the right to life' and 'the right to live'. The former, he says, when taken in its strict 

sense, falls within the meaning of article 6 of the Political Covenant, prohibiting the arbitrary 

taking of one's ~ife.'~' The latter has to do with the state's responsibility to take appropriate 

steps that guarantee individual's ripht to life as provided in the Economic ~ovenant.'~' 

Ramcharan, on the other hand, submits that the narrow application of the right to life 

is inconsistent with the modem concept of the right? He says that the right to life in its 

modem sense imposes a duty on States to refrain from arbitrary actions, and to ensure 

survival of individu al^.'^^ He ernphasises that the right to life is "an impentive nom3%f 

international law which should inspire and influence al1 other human rights.""' To 

Ramcharan, the right to life means the protection of human beings from any possible threat 

by guaranteeing individuals to: "have access to the means of survival; realise full life 

expectancy; avoid serious environment risks to life; and to enjoy protection by the state 

189 Y. Dinstein, 'The Right to Life, Physical Integrity and Liberty" in L. Henkin ed., The Irirentarional Bill of 
Hunian Riglits (1980) at 113, as cited in B. G. Ramcharan, "The Concept and Dimensions of the Right to Life" 
in Ramcharan supra note 195, 1 at 4. 
2* fbid. 
lgi fbid. 
19' F .  Prezetacznik. 'The Right to Life as a Basic Human Right" (1976) 9 Hum. Rtç. J.  585 at 588-589. 
293 fbid. at 588-589. 
294 See supra note 289 at 6. 
29s fbid. 
106 Ibid. at 14. An imperative norm of international taw is one which generally recognised by the international 
community as a whole as a norm from which no derogation is permissible. Ibid. 
'" /Md. 



against unwarranted deprivations of life whether by state authorities or by other penons 

within s o ~ i e t ~ . * ~ ' ~ ~  

When the Political Covenant was drafted, the focus of the drafters and the States 

Parties seemed to be on limiting arbitrary state action. However, current reality provides 

reasons for the broad application of the right to life. Today, millions of people die of easily 

preventable diseases worldwide. In its 1999 report, the World Health Organization estimated 

the following mortality rate~:'~",086,000 people died of malaria; various diarrhoeal diseases 

claimed 2,213,000 individuals; 1,554,000 children died of different preventable childhood 

diseases, such as measles, tetanus, poliomyelitis; about 500,000 women died from 

pregnancy-related causes; HIV/AIDS claimed 2,673,000 people world-wide. Such tragedy 

calls for broad application of the right to life so that governments take appropriate steps in 

tackling the root causes of the problems. 

More importantly, the disparity between developed and developing countnes triggers 

the argument for a broad application of the right to life. According to the above report, the 

greatest proportion of the figure was in Afnca: malaria 88%; diarrhoeal diseases 35%; 

childhood diseases 47%; rnatemal conditions 51%: HIVlAIDS 8l%.'" There are many 

causes of these problems. In some cases, even if there appears a good will on the part of 

certain governments, they lack sufficient rneans to implement their policies. Accordingl y, i t 

would not be always appïûpïiate to make the govemments responsible for the deaths 

resulting from lack of adequate food or health services, under the right to life. 

'" 16id. at 7. 
"' World Health Organization. Ei~idence and Ittjbrnintiotz for Policy, Deatlz 6 y  Carise, Sex a d  Mortaliry 
Stratrttrz irz WHO Regiotis, Esrimares for 1999, Geneva (2000) Online: WHO 
<http://filestore.wh~~int/~~h~l~vhr/2~len/pdfl~nne~~;1b~e01.pd (lm modified. 2000). 
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~ i n s t e i n ' s ~ ~ '  opinion is partly relevant to Afncan countries that suffer from vaïous 

political and economic constraints. It would be very difficult to aIways involce article 6 of the 

Political Covenant and make the African govemments responsible for the fatal consequences. 

On the other hand, broad application of the right to life would urge governments to appeal to 

the international community when they face unbearable life-threatening crises. This would 

facilitate international Aid to minimise the tragedy. 

In the context of abortion, of the main causes of materna1 rnortality due to unsafe 

abortion are economic, social, and legal causes of unwanted pregnancies and constraints to 

access to safe health facilities. The World Health Orgünization estimates that 20,000,000 

women resort to unsafe abortion annually, arnong which 19,000,000 women are from 

developing co~ntries.~~'  Out of about 78,000 women who die of unsafe abortion annually, 

77,500 belong to developing c o ~ n t r i e s . ~ ~ ~  Such discrepancy is partly due to the restrictive 

abortion laws of the countries. Considering such tragedy, i t  is greatly relevant to broadly 

apply the right to life to wornen who are vulnerable to the consequences of unsafe abortions. 

In addition, the unique nature of the causes and effects of unsafe abortion may be 

additional reasons for broad application of the right to life. The main cause of abortion is 

unwanted pregnancy, which, Iike any other social problem, is an undesired phenornenon. 

Whether or not women have a right to undertake abortion is not an issue because it remains 

30' Supra note 289 and the accompanying text. 
502 World HeaItfi Organization, Unsafe Abortion: Global and Regiorial Esti~nares of Incidence of nrzd nzortaliry 
due to Utzsufe Aborrimi with a Listittg of A vailable Country Dam, 3rd ed., WHO/RHT/MSW97.16, Geneva 
( 1998) at 8 .  
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the only way of terminating unwanted pregnancy, though it  is not considered desirable by 

any one. 304  

If abortion becomes inevitable, then the issue that must be resolved is whether the 

society should take appropriate steps to avoid factors that aggravate unsafe abortion such as 

reconsidenng abortion laws, promoting efficient family planning services, and avoiding the 

causes of unwanted pregnancies. It is when the society fails to redise the existing social 

problem (unwanted pregnancies) and its consequences (materna1 mortality) that it becomes 

indispensable to broadly apply the right to life of pregnant women in order to avoid or at 

least minimise the tragedy of unsafe abortion. 

The scope of the right to life under international instruments is a source of 

controversy. Considering the historical bases of the concept and the rationale behind the 

modem human rights developments, the right to life seerned to have a narrow application, 

limited to arbitrary state action against individuals. However, the existing socio-economic 

problems in the developing world and their consequences cal1 for broad application of the 

right in order to urge governrnents protect their citizens from various tragedies of unsafe 

abortion. 

3.2.2 Draft Materials of the International Instruments 

The second paragraph of the preamble of the Universal Declaration reveals one of the 

principal notions of the Declriration. It says, "disregard and contempt for hurnan rights have 

resulted in barbarous acts which have outraged the conscience of mankind...."305 In the 

3M The Cairo Programme of Action, for example States that, "[p]revention of unwanted pregnancies must 
always be given the highest priority and al1 attempts should be made to  eliminate the need for abortion. See 

enerally, supra  note 73 para. 8.25. 
'O' Uniwrsd Dedara t im,  srrpra note 60. 



United Nations practice, a preambular paragraph in an international instrument has been 

considered as an expression of the instrument's general policy.3" Moreover, given the gross 

violations of human rights committed by governments against individuals before and during 

the World War II, one of the fundamental purposes of the Declaration seemed to be the 

protection of an individual's life from arbitrary state actions. As Mr. Cassin during the 13'" 

meeting of the Human Rights Commission put it: 

... we are thinking o f  the right to live and protection of Iife. That is not quite as elernentary as 
we see it. In 1933, Germany began to violate these very principles. al1 the countries of the 
world wondered as to  whether they had the right of intervention in order to Save humanity and 
CO maintain those principles, and they did not intemene. Later we suffered the loss of millions 
of human beings. Therefore, 1 think it is fundamental that we state thrit human beings have the 
right to ex i~ tence . "~~ '  

During the drafting process of the Universal Declaration, various proposals were 

submitted with respect to the scope of the article that provides the right to life. For example, 

the representative of Chile proposed that the right to life be extended "...to the right of 

incurables, imbeciles and the insane. It includes the right to sustenance and support in case of 

those unable to support themselves by their own efforts; and it implies a duty of the States to 

9,308 see to that such support is made available. This and other similar proposals suggesting a 

broader application of the right to life were not adopted by the Universal Declaration. 

Therefore, considering the preambular paragraph of the Universal Declaration, and 

the reluctance of the drafters to adopt the proposals that gave broad interpretation to the riglit 

to life, article 3 of the Universal Declaration seems to have a narrow scope. 

3M Philip Alston, 'The Unborn Child and Abortion Under the Draft Convention on the Right of the Child" 
(1990) 12 Hum. Rts. Q. 156 a t  168. 
307 Commission of Human Rights, Drafting Cornmittee [of the] International Bill of Rights, 
Docunierited Odine,  1'' Sess., U.N. Doc. EKN .4/AC. 1/3/ Add. 1 ( 1947) at 14. 
308 Ibid. 



Another international instrument, which deals with the issue of the right to life, is the 

Political ~ o v e n a n t . ~ ~ ~  Article 6(1) of the Covenant states every human being to have the right 

to life. In discussing reports from States Parties or during debates on General Comments, the 

Human Rights Cornmittee frequently raised the question of whether the scope of the right to 

life provided in article 6 should be broad or narrow. Mr. Ganji, for instance, interpreted the 

right to life so broadly as to enhance the life standard of human beings. He stated that: 

[i]n order to exercise any o f  the rights with which the Cornmittee was concerned an individuai 
had to exist, he rnust die neither Sefore nor after birth and he must receive a minimum o f  
food, education. health care. housing and clothing. There was undoubtedly an 
[interconnection] between the right to life, the requirernents o f  which were marerial and the 
righ t to exercise al l other freedorn~.""~ 

According to this broad interpretation, states have a duty not only to refrain from 

arbitrarily taking the lives of individuals, but also to employ positive measures that improve 

their lives. 

Pragmatically, broad application of the right appears very relevant to tackling various 

socio-economic problems. However, it raises at least one legal issue worth discussion. The 

wording and context of article 6 appear not to support the broad application of the right to 

life. Most sub-articles of the provision deal with capital punishment and relüted matters. For 

example, sub-article 2 says, "...sentence of death may be imposed only for the most serious 

crimes. ..." Sub-article 4 also gives a person convicted of death sentence the right to seek 

pardon or commutation. Furthemore, sub-article 5 prohi bi ts the execution of capital 

punishment on minors or pregnant women. Given the contextual meaning of article 6, 

therefore, it seems logical to interpret the right to life as having a narrow meaning. 

309 Supra note 65. 
3'0 SR 67 Para. 78, cited in McGoldrick, sicpra note 263 at 329. 



When the Political Covenant was drafted, the case of matemal mortality due to unsafe 

abortion might not have been an issue. However, one of the reasons for the vague nature of 

the provision was to give room to a variety of interpretations, depending on the changing 

circumstances. It is worth looking at the practical application of the provision in the works of 

the Human Rights Committee before conchding the breadth of the right to Me. This is 

because the works of the Human Rights Committee have authoritative value in interpreting 

provisions of the Poli tical ~ovenant .~ '  ' 
3.2.3 Practical Application of the Right to Life 

The Human Rights Committee considers article 6(1) of the Political Covenant to have 

both positive and negative aspects. On various occasions, the Committee has insisted that 

States Parties take adequate measures to avoid any threat to lives of people. For instance, in 

its General Comment 6 the Committee said: 

... the right to life has been too often narrowly interpreted. The expression 'inherent right to 
life' cannot properly be understood in a restrictive manner, and the protection of this right 
requires that States adopt positive rneasures. In this connection, the committee considers that it 
would be to reduce infant mortality and to  increase life expectmcy, especially in adopting 
measures to eliminate malnutrition and epidemics.3'2 

In discussing a report submitted by Canada, the Committee noted that, "[tlhe 

Committee is concemed that homelessness had led to serious health problems and even to 

death. The Committee recommends that the State Party take positive measures required by 

article 6 to address this  serious problems. 9 9 3  13 

31' See sicpra note 78. 
312 High Commission for Human Rights, The riglit to Lijë (art. 6 )  1 ] CCPR Geticral Conrnietrr 6. 16' 
Sess., U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/21/Add. 1. (1982) at 2, para 5. 
313 Human Rights Committee, Corduding Observarions of the Huninti Rights Conrrriirree: Carinda. 65ih Sess., 
U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/79/Add. 105 (1999) para. 12. 



Similady, in its concluding observation on the report of Romania, the Committee 

expressed its concern about the increasing rate of infant mortality."'l The Cornmittee 

considers not only factors that are of imminent danger to life, but also insists that States 

Parties employ measures that avoid or minimise any potential hazard. In discussing report of 

Zimbabwe, for instance, the Commi ttee encouraged the State Party for incorporating 

MV/AIDS awareness campaign into the school c~ r r i cu l a .~ '~  

Neverthe!ess, extending the scope of the right to life is not absolute. The Committee 

dismissed a number of cases, considering them not to have violated article 6 of the Political 

Covenant. In Plotnikov v. Ritssian ~ederarion,"~ Plotnikov was suffering from a disease that 

affect nerves and muscles that led him to continuously buy expensive medicine with his 

savings in a bank. Due to the hypennflation of the early 1990s in Russia, the bank indexed 

his savings 60 per cent and he  could not therefore afford to buy the medicine. 

In 1993, Plotnikov brought a cornplaint before a Regional Court against the bank for 

incorrectly indexing his savings. The Court declined to hold the bank liable. Plotnikov then 

appealed to both the Moscow District Court and the Russian Suprerne Court. When he lost 

his appeal, he subrnitted an application before the Human Rights Committec stating that his 

life was threatened in violation of article 6 of the Political Covenant. The Committee first 

considered the admissibility of the cornplaint. It noted that, "...the arguments advanced by 

the author do not substantiate, for the purposes of admissibility, that the occurrence of 

hyperinflation or the failure of the indexing law to counterbatance the inflation would 

314 Hurnan Rights Committee, Coriclirdirtg Corrinients of the Fiurrtnn Rigitis Cottirriirree: Rorrrrrrria, U.N. DOC. 
CCPRKI791Add. 30 (1993) para. 1 1. 
315 Human Rights Committee, Coricludirig Observarions of rhe Huriiari Rigiirs Corwnirree: Zimbabwe, 62nd 
Sess., U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/79/Add. 89 (1998) para. 7. 
3 16 Communication No. 7841 1997, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/65/D/784/ 1997. 



amount to a violation of any of the author's Covenant rights for which the State Party can be 

held." 

Unlike the contextual wording of article 6 and the traditional notion of the right to 

life, the Human Rights Cornmittee interpreted the article to have broad application in 

practice. States Parties have a duty not only to refrain from any arbitrary positive action but 

also to take appropriate steps to guanntee lives of individuals against any preventable fatal 

threat. Such a broad interpretation of article 6 can be invoked to protect women who die of 

unsafe abortion. The Committee also specifically dealt with the issue of unsafe abortion in its 

discussions on reports of States Parties. 

In 1999, the Human Rights Committee in its concluding observation on report of 

Chile expressly said, "[tlhe [criminalisation] of abortions, without exception, raises senous 

issues.. . .The State Party is under a duty to take measures to ensure the right to life of al1 

persons, including pregnant women whose pregnancies are te~minated."~" 

While discussing a report of Ecuador, the Committee expressed its concern about the 

high number of suicides among young fernales, the cause of which. in part, was restrictive of 

abortion  la^.^'* The Cornmittee particularly stressed on the failure of the State Party to 

address the abortion issue and its relation to female rape vi~t ims.~"  It noted that, from both 

legal and practical standpoints, the situation was incompatible with articles 3."' 6 and 73" of 

3 17 Human Rights Committee. Coiiçluding Observations of the Huttrnn Riglrts Cmnttiirree: Clde.  65' Sess., 
U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/79/Add. 104 (1999) para. 15. 
318 Human Rights Committee. Corrcluding Observariotzs of the f h a t r  Righrs Cotwtrittee: Ecuador. 63* Sess.. 
U.N. Doc. CCPRJC/79/Add. 92 (1998) Para. 11. 
3'9 lbid. para 15. 
310 The article says, "[tlhe States Parties to the present covenant undenake to ensure the equal right of men and 
women to the enjoyment of al1 civil and political rights set forth in the present covenant." Supra note 65. 
32' According to the article "[nlo one shall be subjected to torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 
punishment. In particular, no one shall be subjected without his free consent to medical or scientific 
experimentation." Ibid. 



the Political Covenant. It urged the Sate Party to take legislative action and other measures to 

assist women "faced with the problem of the unwanted prepancies to obtain access to 

adequate health and education facilities."'" Moreover, in its recommendations on the report 

of Poland, the Committee noted that strict abortion laws that led to clandestine abortions, the 

inaccessibility of contraceptives, and elimination of sexual education from school violated 

articles 3, 6,g3" and 263'4 of the Political ~ o v e n a n t . ~ ~  

Considering the traditional notion of the right to life and the emphasis given by the 

drafters and States Parities, the right seems to have a narrow scope prohibiting arbitrriry state 

action. Nevertheless, given the millions of people who die of preventable diseases, and the 

authoritative value of the decisions and recommendations of the Human Rights Committee, 

the right to life has both negative and positive aspects. One of the functions of the Committee 

is to interpret the provisions of the international instruments in accordance with changing 

circumstances and special cases. 

The Committee not only recognises the right to life to have a broad scope, but also 

specifically acknowledges that the right protects women who are vulnerable to death of 

unsafe abortion. In interpreting international hurnan rights documents, it is important to keep 

a balance between their historical background and current factors that the frarners might not 

have perceived during the drafting process.3'G Therefore, the right to life is broad enough 

322 Suprn note 3 18 at 15. 
3" The provision guarirntees everyone to have the right to liberty and security of  person. 
3'4 The article states equality before the law and prohibits m y  discrimination o n  any ground. 
325 Human Rights Cornmittee, Cmcludittg Observariotis of the H~mia,, Riglirs Cottimirree: Polatid. 66' Sess., 
U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/79/Add. 1 10 (1999) para. 1 1. 
326 As Van Boven clearly puts it, "...important human rights documents should be plriced in their historicirl and 
contextual setting. At the same time thesc documents should be interpreted dynamically in the light of the needs 
of today." See, Theo Van Boven, "The Relations between Peoples' Rights and Human Rights in the African 
Charter" (1986) 7 Hum. Rts. J. 183 at 183. 



urging States Parties employ legal, economic, social, and other appropriate measure to curtail 

the existing tragedy of unsafe abortion. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

OBLIGATION OF ERITREA 

As a new nation, Eritrea is still in a period of transition, establishing governmental 

institutions and enhancing its participation in the international arena. Of the international 

treaties and conventions primarily discussed in this thesis, the nation is a State Party only to 

the Women's Convention, and the Children's   on vent ion.^^' Most importantly, the fact that 

Eritrea is not a State Party to the Political Covenant triggers the discussion of various 

international principles under international law relating to the obligations of the country. This 

is because the thesis emphasises on article 6 of the Political Covenant in analysing the right 

to life. 

Nevertheless, the writer prefers to focus the present discussion beyond this 

transitional period for various reasons. Contemporaneous to the national election of 

December 2001, and the birth of constitutional govemment, the policies of the country, at 

national and international levels, will obviously be different. In its effort to gain a positive 

image at the international level, the new govemment will possibly ratify the major 

international instruments. Therefore, to accommodate the anticipated new developments, it 

seems proper to devote the rest of the thesis to other issues, assurning that Eritrea wi1l be a 

State Party to the Political Covenant in the near future. 

According to the international law, the obligation of Eritrea is to take ail measures to 

at least minimise the extent of materna1 mortality resulting from unsafe abortion. The causes 

'" Erîtrea became a State Party to the Women's Convention and the Children's Convention as of 5 September 
1995 and 6 August 1994 respectively. See Office of the United Nations High Commission for Human Rights. 
Sratus by Country: Eritrea, online: United Nations h~://www.unhchr.ch/tbs/doc.nsf/Statusfrset'?OpenFrameSet 
(date accessed: 15 June 2001). 



of unsafe abortion are considerably diverse and complex. The basic reason, however, is 

unwanted pregnancy. The reasons the pregnancies are unwanted Vary depending on 

economic status, socio-cultural values, of a community and other factors. To reduce and 

eventually eradicate the consequences of unsafe abortion, it is essential to employ a multi- 

dimensional approach. In a given community, it is pressing to conduct in-depth studies on 

legal, economic, socio-cultural and any other factors leading women to resort to unsafe 

abortion, in order to determine the appropriate solution. As a legal project, this thesis 

discusses only the legal constraints of the abortion provisions of the ~ a w . ~ ' ~  

The very restrictive nature of the abonion law calls for concern because of the 

tremendous socio-economic changes happened since the Penal Code was drafted in 1 9 ~ 7 . ~ ~ ~  

The social attitude towards sex and sexuality today is significantly different from that of four 

decades ago. Reconsidering the existing abortion law is essential to determine whether such 

restrictive abortion law meets the needs of modem day Eritrea. The discussion that follows, 

however, deals only with the limitations and legal loopholes of the existing abortion law. 

328 Transitiorial Perial Code of Eritrea, Penal Code of the Empire of Ethiopia, Proclamation No. 158, 1957, as  
am. by Proclamation of Eritrea No. 4, 199 lrhereinafter Penal Code]. 
329 When Eritrea was federated with Ethiopia in 1952. the then Ethiopian government began to draft new laws 
adopting from various European countries. The Penal Code of Ethiopia was drafted in 1957 after the French 
Penal Code of the tirne. Accordingly, the Ethiopian Penal Code came up with restrictive übortion Iaw similar to 
the then French abortion law. In 1970s. France struîed to reconsider its abortion lrtw and finally, the Abortion 
Act of  1975 as arnended in 1979 pemitted abortion on request during the first 10 weeks of pregnancy. For 
discussion on the development of abonion law in France, see Donald P. Kommers, "Abortion in Six Counuies: 
A Comparative Legal Analysis" in Butler & Walbert, supra note 3, 303 at 3 11. T o  the contrary, the Ethiopian 
Penal Code has never been amended since its inception. Consequentiy. the Eritrean Penal Code inherited the 
restrictive abortion law of Ethiopia in 199 1. 



4.1 Loopholes of the Abortion Law 

Before analysing the legal perspective of any abortion law, one must first define the 

term 'abortion'. Medically, i t  means "the temination of a pregnancy before the [foetus] is 

9,330 capable of extrauterine life. However, this definition rnay not be adequate in law because 

termination of a pregnancy is not necessarily considered 'abortion', if perfonned in 

accordance with the abortion law, such as to Save life of a pregnant woman. Therefore, in 

order to discuss the legal definition of abortion, one must examine the elements of a specific 

abortion provision. The Pend Code of Eritrea has three elements for the crime of abortion: 

termination of pregnancy, intention, and an act outside of the grounds provided by the Pend 

Code. 

4.1.1 Termination of Pregnancv 

Some abortion law instruments require pregnancy as one element of the crime of 

abortion. Proving the existence of a pregnancy is a prerequisite for an act to be abortion. 

Some jurisdictions, however, do not require proof of the existence of pregnancy. In Nigeria, 

for example, the law considers abortion to have been committed irrespective of the existence 

of a pregnancy, so long as the 'intent' to procure rniscarriage is proved.33' If pregnancy is an 

element of an abortion crime, there is a problem when the law does not specifically define 

pregnanc y. 

330 World Health Organization, Cor>rplications of Abonioti: Techr~ical atid Managerial Guidelitles for 
Prevetuiorl and Treatrrient. Geneva (1995) at 19. 
331 Section 288 States that, "[alny person who, with intent to procure miscarriage of a wornan whether she is or 
is not with child, unlawfully administers to  her or  causes her to  take any poison or  other noxious thing, or uses 
any force o f  any kind, o r  uses any other means whatever, is guilty o f  a felony, and is liable to irnprisonrnent for 
fourteen years." The Larvs of the Federatioti of Nigeria and Lagos. Critninal Code, Cap 42 (1958). This 
provision reflects the English Common Law, which most of the Commonwealth countries adapted to. The 
English law provided that a person who unlawfully supplies any means ". . .with intent to procure the 
[mliscarriage of any women, whether she be or be not with child. shall be guilty of n [mlisderneanour.. .." See 
generally, Ofletices Againsr the Persori Act, 186I(U.K.), 24 &25 Vict, c. 100, S. 59. 



In Entrea, pursuant to the Penal ~ode,"\errnination of pregnancy is one of the 

elements of abortion. The law is not definite as to when pregnancy takes place, though i t  is 

generally agreed that pregnancy occurs at some point between conception and childbirth. The 

nature of the modem birth control means calls for a specific definition of pregnancy to 

determine the legal status of the dnigs. For example, the "existence of RU 486. ..blurs the 

physiological and legal lines between contraception and abortion, forcing us to rethink the 

,1333 definitions and legal standards associated with each. Further, the phrase 'deli berate 

termination of pregnancy' of Article 528(1) requires an answer to a question as to when 

pregancy commences. Providing the vague word 'pregnancy', the Penal Code has at Ieast 

two legal limitations in practice. 

First, it is difficult for concerned bodies to determine whether a certain act amounts to 

abortion or not. For instance, if a woman intentionally removes a prenatal entity ri ten days 

after she had unprotected sexual intercourse, it is not clear whether her act amounts to 

abortion because of the doubt as to whether the act is done before or after pregnancy begins. 

The sarne holds true for determining the criminal liability of any third Party, who takes part 

in the act. 

Second, diverse dmgs and devices affecting the incidence or process of prenatal 

development are prescribed at different stages of the development depending on their specific 

'" Art. 528 (1 )  provides that: 
[tlhe deliberate temination of  a pregnancy, at whatever stage or however effected, is punishrible according to 
the following provisions, except as otherwise providcd (Art. 534). 
The nature and extent of the punishment awarded for intentionril abonion shall be determined according to 
whether it is procured by the pregnant woman herself o r  by another, and in the latter case according to whether 
or  not the pregnant woman gave her consent. 
Termination of pregnancy by imprudence o r  negligence does not corne under the criminal Iriw. 
333 Gwendolyn Prothro, "RU 486 Examined: Impact of a New Technology on an old Conuoversy" (1997) 30 U. 
Mich. J. L. Ref. 7 15 at 7 16, online: WL (KR). 



nature and effect. Generall y, the y range from those that prevent conception, contraceptives, 

ta those employed to terrninate pregnancy at a later stage of foetal development, 

abortifacients. Since the law prohibits abortion, the rneans that are effective in interrupting 

the prenatal life after pregnancy begins are therefore subject to artide 528 of the Pend Code. 

It follows that the vagueness of the term 'pregnancy' appears to have resulted in uncertainty 

as to which types of drug or device are prohibited by the provision. In countries with similar 

abortion laws, "providers seem reluctant to provide emergency contraception because it is 

11334 confused with abortion. The discussion that foliows, therefore, analyses these two doubts. 

Depending on the purpose and objective of the definition, pregnancy may be defined 

in various ways. In certain disciplines, the general meaning of pregnancy could be adequate 

for a study; whereas in other fields, such as medical research, scholars may need to strictly 

scrutinise the anatorny and physiology of each aspect of prenatal development in order to 

pursue their work. Similady, a legal professional has to identify the legal meaning of 

prepnancy for the purposes of addressing the issue whether abortion is committed or not. As 

it is beyond the technical capacity of a legal professional to determine the stage of pregnancy, 

one needs to look into the medical perspective on prenatal development. 

According to medical practice, pregnancy begins at the moment of full implantation 

of the embryo into the uterine ~ a 1 1 . ~ ~ ~  The current practice of in vitro fertilisation also 

supports the medical definition of pregnancy.33"n br vitro fertilisation, the woman whose 

egg is used "becomes pregnant when the fertilised egg is re-implanted into her uterus, and it 

334 A. Glasier, "Emergency Postcoital Contraception" (1997) 337:15 New Eng. J. Med. 1058 at 1063. 
335 Kenneth Mck. Norrie, Fa~rtiiy P!anriirtg Prnctice and rhe Law (Aldershot: Dartmouth, 199 1) sit 28. 
336 R.J. Cook, "Antiprogestin Drugs: Medical and Legal Issues" (1989) 21:6 Fam. Plan. Persp. 267 at 267 
[hereinafter "Antiprogestin"]. 



would be logical to define pregnancy in the same way in cases of natural fertilisation also. 7,337 

Adopting such a medical definition of pregnancy, the laws of several jurisdictions clearly 

recognise that pregnancy commences after "implantation of the embryo in the uterus. 9,338 

Medically, implantation is to be the moment at which pregnancy begins. Having taken this 

fact, the next important issue in defining pregnancy is the question as to when implantation 

begins. 

Implantation is a cornplicated, gradua1 process of prenatal de~e lo~rnen t .~~ '  Even 

"fertilisation is not a momentary event; it is a complex process lasting about 24 hours. 9 9 3  JO 

However, for the purposes of the legal definition of pregnancy, it is relevant to look lit the 

bnef description of the earl y prenatal development. 

[an egg and sperm] must first join together [fertilisation]. At this stage, the entity thus created 
is often called a pre-embryo .... Then it must make its way down the fallopian tube to the 
womb (which normally takes between seven and ten days), After that, the process of 
implantation must be successfully completed. The successful completion of implantation 
requires more than the attaching o f  placental tissue to the wall of the uterus for ... an 
embryonic conceptus can occur with a placenta successfully developing, but a foetus not. A 
successful implantation would be o n e  in which the placenta and the embryo begin to develop- 
that is, a t  the moment of differentiation.. .. This norrndly occurs a few days after the placenta 
begins to  attach to the wall and is usually completed by 14 days after initial fertilisation. In 
rnedical term. pregnancy begins at that moment . . . .34'  

The practicality of adopting the medical definition of pregnancy depends upon a 

given country. In most cases, however, law "is happy to accept the medical definition of such 

concepts as death, mental cornpetence, maturity and many other things besides; and so in the 

,9342 absence of express legal provision defining pregnancy. It, therefore, appears proper for 

the Eritrean abortion Iaw to adopt the medical definition. 

337 Norrie, supra note 335 at 29. 
338 See for example, N.M. Stat. S. 30-5-1-(A) (West Supp. 2000). online: WL (NM-ST-ANN). 
339 Flower, supra note 2, at 437. 
340 Ibid at 438. 
34' Norrie, supra note 335 at 28. 
342 Ibid, 



From the above discussion on prenatal development, it becomes clear that pregnancy 

begins about 14 days after conception. Taking this medical assumption into account, dividing 

the prenatal development into three stages (preconception, pre-implantation, and post- 

implantation) is to be important for resolving the doubts that aise from the vagueness of the 

word 'pregnancy'. This is because "...after the completion of conception there can be no 

contraception, and before the commencement of pregnancy there can be no ab~rtion."~~' 

The first stage is the time before which conception takes place. Birth control means 

employed during this stage inhibit the incidence of fertilisation or conception, and are 

classified as contraceptives. The Eritrean aboriion law has nothing to do with such birth 

control means, as their effect is lirnited to pre-conception penod.'" 

The second stage ranges from the moment of conception up to implantation of the 

embryo into the wall of the uterus. Birth control means or procedures prescribed during this 

stage affect the proper implantation of an e~nbr~o.~' '  They are neither contraceptive, as they 

could not prevent conception, nor abortifacient "because they do not interrupt pregnancy. rr3JG 

In order to avoid the confusion between abortifacients and other types of birth control means, 

medical professionals describe them as contragestives -derived from the word contragestion a 

con traction of the terms co?lrrn and gestntio?i.347 

Accepting these medical facts, various j urisdictions have recognised contragestive 

means to be outside of their abortion laws. For instance, in Pennsylvaniii State (U.S.) the 

343 lbid at 48. 
"' Before the amendment o f  199 1 ,  advertising for contraceptive means was illegal according to article 528(2). 
'" Henry P. David. "Acceptability of Mifepristone for Early Pregnancy Interruption" (1992) 20 L. Med. & 
HeaI. Care 188 at 188. 
3J6 Nomie, sicpra note 335 at 49. 
j47 Idid. 



Criminal Code provides that, "abortion shali not mean the use of an intrauterine device or 

9~348 birth control pi11 to inhibit ... the implantation of a fertilised ovum within the uterus. The 

Criminal Code of Ghana similarly defines 'abortion or miscamage' to mean "the premature 

expulsion or removal of conception from the uterus or womb before the period of gestation is 

9,359 completed. In light of the above description of prenatal development and the experience 

of various countries, contragestive methods do not seem to fa11 under article 528 of the Penal 

Code because they are designed to interxupt the prenatal developrnent before implantation or 

pregnancy takes place. 

The third stage is the time after implantation has taken place. As pregnancy is 

assumed to begin at the time of the implantation of embryo, any act or means empioyed after 

implantation is considered abortion. It follows that any person who interrupts the prenatal life 

after implantation is crirninally liable for abortion, unless his act falls within the exceptions 

provided in article 534 of the Penal Code as discussed below. Similarly, the article also 

prohibits birth control means that, unless prescribed in accordance with the law, affect the 

prenatal development after implantation. 

4.1.2 Intention 

From the context of article 528(1), it is apparent that 'intention' is one of the elements 

of the abortion law. The pregnant woman or any other person must act with intent to 

terminate the pregnancy in order to be charged with abortion. However, the phrase 'the 

deliberate termination of pregnancy ...' may raise a question as to whether the word 

'deliberate' denotes 'intent'. As a general principle, in criminat cases, words and sentences 

3 4 8 ~ n n .  tit. 18 S. 3205 (West Supp. ZW), online: W L  (PA-ST-ANN). 
349 Crirt~ittal Code, Act. 29, 1960, S. 58(3). 



r 9 3 5 0  are narrowly interpreted and a court "may not create offences by analogy if a provision is 

not clear. A word usually has uniform meaning in the entire Penal Code. 

Zn d l  provisions in which 'intent' is an elernent of a crime, the Penal Code uses the 

term 'intention' regardless of the gravity of the crime. For example, the provision dealing 

with first degree homicide begins with the phrase "[w]hosoever intentionally commits 

9'35 1 homicide .... Even in minor offences, the Penal Code specifically refers to intention as it 

provides in article 799 which says, ". . . [wlhosoever.. .intentionally offends morality or 

decency -2' Then the question as to why the drafters did not use the term 'intention' in the 

abortion provision may be a cause for concern. 

Pursuant to article 2(1) of the Penal Code, in interpreting vague words the court must 

consider the spirit and purpose of the law and the intent of the legisiature. The purpose of the 

abortion provision and the intent of the legislature c m  be deduced from article 528(1) which 

says, "[tlhe nature and extent of the punishment awarded for intentional abortion shall be 

determined.. ." depending on whether it is performed by the pregnant mother or by others. As 

the provision also expressly excludes negligence as an element of abortion, i t  becomes 

apparent that the legislature considered the word 'deliberate' to denote 'intent'. 

350 Art. 2(1). 
Art. 522(1). 



4.2 Grounds for Abortion -. 

Like most abonion laws, the Ethiopian Penal adopted by Eritrea, allows 

abortion in cases where the life or health of a pregnant woman is in jeopardy. Sub-articles ( 2 )  

and (3) of the provision lay down mechanisms which rnedical professionals have to folIow 

before they perform the procedure of abortion. When the Eritrean government decided to 

amend the Ethiopian Penal Code in 1991, the Law Amendment Cornmittee amended sub- 

article (1) of the provision so that the Iaw includes rape and incest as additional grounds for 

a b o ~ t i o n . ~ ~ ~  However, i t  failed to simultaneously arnend sub-article (2) and (3) and lay down 

procedures that concemed bodies have to follow before abonion on the ground of rape or 

incest is performed. Such failure results in  uncertainty as to the applicability of the law due to 

the loopholes in the law and the misinterpretation by concemed bodies. 

The terms 'not punishable' in article 534(1) led healih professionals and Iaw 

enforcement officiais to wrongly interpret the provision to refer to only relief from 

punishrnent rather than to access to safe abortion. While the provision considers rape and 

352 Art. 534. Termination of Pregnancy on Medical Grounds. 
(1) Termination of pregnancy is not punishable where it is done to Save the pregnant wornan from grave and 
permanent danger to life or heaIth which is impossible to avert in riny other way, provided that it is performed in 
conformity with the following legal requirements. 
(2) Except where impossible, the danger shall be diagnosed, and certified in witing, by a registered medical 
practitioner, after examination of the applicünt's state of health. 
(3) The termination OF the pregnancy shall be conditional upon: 

(a) the findings and concurrent opinion, after a prior period of observation where necessary, of a second 
doctor qualified as a specialist in the alleged defect of health from which the pregnant woman is suffering, 
and empowered by the competent authority, either generally or in each specific case, to  issue the necessary 
authorisation; and 
(b) the duly substantiated consent of the pregnant woman, or where she is incapable under the provisions 
of civil law or  on account of her physical condition of giving it, that of her next of kin or legal 
representative. 

353 The amended article 534(1) says, "[tlermination of pregnûncy is not punishable where it is donc to Save the 
pregnant woman from grave and permanent damage to life or  health, o r  on account of an exceptionally grave 
state of physical or mental distress following rape or incest." [Translated from the Proclamation No.4 in local 
language, Tigrinya]. 



incest as grounds for performing abortion legally, the officiais assume the grounds to be only 

for the purpose of mitigating punishment. The central problem arises from Iack of 

distinguishing between lawful acts, justifiable acts, and excusable acts. Thus, it is important 

to bnefly look at the concept of ctime and its exceptions, in order to reveal the l ep l  and 

practical constraints of the misinterpretation. The philosophical and theoretical bases of the 

concept of crime and the exceptions are complicated and with considerable controversies. In 

this thesis, however, it will suffice discussing them in a general way. 

4.2.1 Criminal Liabilitv 

The term 'crime' denotes the conduct of an individual, which fulfils the elements of a 

certain provision of a given criminal lawa3" In its broadest sense, crime consists of two 

elements, nctus rem (an act) and » ~ e m  rea (a state of mind).'j5 These words "are drawn from 

the Latin maxim, 'acrrrs non facir reunz rzisi rnerzs sit rea ' (a person does not incur liability for 

9, 356 
ri crime by virtue of an act, unless he or she has as well a guilty mind) . A crime is 

committed if both an act (or omission) and the guilty mind of a person are established. The 

Penal Code, for instance, considers any "act or omission which is prohi bited by law" to be a 

cnminal ~ f f e n c e . ~ ~ ~  

According to article 23(2) of the Pend Code, a "cnminal offence is only completed 

when al1 its legal, material and moral ingredients are present." The 'legal' element is fulfilled 

if an individual's betiaviour contradicts any provision of the Pend Code. The defendant's 

"' Petec Gillies. Criniitial Law.  3rd ed. (Sydney: The Law Book. 1993) at 4.  
355 lbid at 12. 
356 Ibid. 
357 Art. 23(1). 



behaviour must faIl within the Penal Code because a court cannot regard any act or omission, 

which is not provided by law as a 

The 'material' element has to do with a negative or positive üct of a defendant. He 

may be held criminally liable for doing a legally prohibited act (e-g. unauthorised intentional 

killing of a person), or for failing to do an act that the law requires him to do. Pursuant to the 

Penal Code, for instance, any individual is criminally responsible if he "intentionally leaves 

without help a person in imminent and grave peril of his life, person or health, when he could 

have lent his assistance, direct or indirect, without risk to himself or to third parties.. .. 9,359 

With respect to the 'mental' element, the defendant's guilty minci should be 

established in order to fulfil the requirements of a crime. Under article 57(1) of the Penal 

Code, a "person is guilty if, k ing  responsible for his acts, he commits an offence either 

intentionally or by negligence." An intentional act, in turn, denotes the "unlawful and 

,9360 punishable act with full knowledge and intent. Moreover, negligence is committed where 

a defendant, ". . . by a criminal lack of foresight or imprudence.. .acts without consideration or 

in disregard of the possible consequences of his a~t ." '~ '  According to the Penal Code, 

therefore, a person is criminally liable if the above-mentioned three elements of crime are 

fulfilled. Even if the defendant does not achieve his final goal, he may be charged for 

'attempting' to commit a crime provided that the elements of 'attempt' in a given law exist. 

There are, however, some exceptional cases to this general rule, by which the person would 

be relieved from criminal liability despite the elements of crime seem to exist. 

358 Art. 2(1). 
35"t. 547. 
360 Art. 58(1). 
36' Art. 591 1). 



4.2.2 Defences 

In general, crimina1 Law recognises several grounds of defences "under which [a] 

defendant may acknowledge that he did an othenvise prohibited act and yet escape 

3,362 conviction. His conduct could be normally unlawful and harrnful, but appropriate in a 

particular c i rc~rns tance .~~~ Of the diverse exceptions particularly relevant to our discussion 

are two, justification and excuse defences. According to the doctrine of justification, a person 

may engage in an act that is apparently unlawful in the absence of grounds of jus t i f i~at ion.~~~ 

A crime is presumed to be committed once the above-mentioned three elements are present. 

The doctrine of justification, therefore, rebuts such presumption ". . . by recognising that the 

circumstances of the violation make the conduct acceptable. ,7365 

The doctrine broadly classifies justifiable acts into two doctrines. The lesser evil 

doctrine negates an apparently unlawful act undertaken to avoid greater damage to a person 

or property such as self-defence, defence of others, and defence of property.36G The public 

authority doctrine, on the other hand, relieves a person from liability when he commits an act 

under instructions by a law ful authonty inrer- alia military order, medical authori ty, authori ty 

to maintain peace and ~ rde r .~"  

362 A.P. Sernester & Warren J.B. Rookbanks, Prirlciples of Crirtzirial Law, (Wellington: Brooker's. 1998) rtt 16. 
363 Ibid. 
31J Paul H .  Robinson, "Rules of Conduct and Principles o f  Adjudication" (1990) 57 U. Chi. L. Rev. 729 at 741. 
'" Ibid. For example. as Robinson & Darley put it "[a] lost camper who takes food from another's cabin may 
have committed an act that satisfies the elements of the crime of theft, but he is exculpated under a lesser evils 
justification defence if the taking is necessary to prevent his starving to death." See Paul H. Robinson & John 
M. Darley, 'Testing Competing Theories of  Justification" (1998) 76 N. C. L. Rev. 1095 at 1097. Sirnilarly, in 
the case of self-defence, an accused is acquitted if his force was reasonüble and proportionate in the 
circumstance. See Gillies supra note 354 a t  356 
316 Robinson, supra note 364 at 741. 
367 Eileen L. McDonogh, Breakirig the Abortion Deadlock: Fror~i Choice to Corlseiit (New York, Oxford 
University Press. 1996) at 74 1. 



The excuse defence holds an act to be blarneless despite the three elements of crime 

seeming to be met. Most of the grounds for the excuse defences relate to the actor's persona1 

condition such as insanity, immatunty, and duress amongst   th ers.^" 11 is under the excuse 

defence doctrine that a person beiow a certain age is deemed not to be subject to any criminal 

liability. Unlike in the case of justifications, the behaviour of the defendant is not proper or 

desirable, but the society excuses him due to extenuating circumstances, like insanity or 

duress.'" The rationale behind excusable acts "involve[s] the claim that although the 

action.. .was wrong, no blame or.. .only qualified blame attaches" to a de fend an^^" Of a 

number of doctrines on the issue of defence, the deeds theory makes a clear distinction 

between justifiable and excusable acts. According to the theory, any act is justifiable because 

it avoids a greater harm and a society is happy to see the same act is done in similar 

circumstances in the fut~re.~" Nevenheless, an act is excusable in n given circumstance 

though neither it avoids greater harm nor would the society want the same act be perforrned 

in the future.372 

There are different opinions as to how to apply the distinction between justifiable and 

excusable acts in practice. If a given criminal law considers both justifiable and excusable 

acts as grounds for acquitta], the law seems to encourage excusable acts in the If, 

on the other hand, the iaw permits acquitta1 in cases where only justifiable acts are involved, 

it appears illogical to condemn excusable acts, as there are some grounds to negate the 

368 Ibid. at 744. 
3" John L. Diamon. "An Ideological Approach to Excuse in Criminal Law" (1999) 25 New Eng. 5 .  Crirn. & 
Civ. Conf. 1 at 3, online: WL (JLR). 
370 Wiliian Wilson, Crihirial Law: Doctrine arld Theory. (London: Addison Wesley Longman. 1998) at 207. 
371 Robinson & Darley, supra note 365 at 1133. 
372 Ibid. 
373 Ibid. at 1134. 



actor's liability.374 As a compromise, a doctrine at the middle is 'liability but no punishment'. 

According to this doctrine, a penon committing an excusable act may be convicted and be 

guilty. but incurs no punishment dunng ~entencin~.)~ '  Different junsdictions adopt either 

doctrine depending on their specific circumstances. Some consider both justifiable and 

excusable acts as grounds for acquittai; while others relieve conviction only in cases of 

justifiable acts. 

In Eritrea, the Penal Code provides articles 64-84 as exceptional grounds for 

di rninishing criminal liability. It classifies the grounds into three groups, lawful acts, 

justifiable acts, and excusable acts. The grounds reiieve ri person frorn prosecution, 

conviction, and punishment respectively. The Penal Code seems to have adopted the deeds 

theory that puts a legal distinction between justifiable and excusable acts. 

Lawful acts are acts performed in accordance with the law. The Pend Code provides, 

"[a]cts required or authorised by law do not constitute an offence and are not 

9,376 punishable, ... and States certain specific grounds such as acts done under public, State or 

military duties according to the ~aw.'~' In addition. under article 65, the Penal Code 

recognises an act done in the exercise of a professional duty in accordance with the law to be 

a lawful act. 

Given the above elernents of crime, intentionally shooting a person to death, for 

instance, is a crime because the material element (the act of shooting), the mental element 

(intent to kill), and the legal element (prohibition of killing a person) are fulfilled. 

- - 

374 fbid. 
375 Ibid. at 1 135. Indeed, even this doctrine is criticised as it ". . .has the effect of  imposing the condemnation 
and stigrna of criminiil conviction on a blarneless offender who does not deserve it." Ibid. 
376 m. 64. 
377 m. 64(a). 



Nevertheless, executing a death sentence ordered by a legitimate court amounts to an 

exception to the rule. A person who commits a lawful act is not criminally liable despite the 

elements of a crime seem to exist. 

The second exceptional case relates to justifiable acts. The Penal Code includes a 

nurnber of provisions that recognise certain acts as justifiable acts. Article 7 1 ,378 for exarnple, 

considers 'necessity' as a justifiable act and a defendant is not subject to conviction. Self- 

defence is another justifiable ground relieving the defendant from crirninal ~ i a b i l i t ~ . ~ ~ ~  A 

defendant may be prosecuted before a court, but is subject neither to punishment nor even 

conviction because of the justifications recogni sed by the law. 

The typical example of excusable act in the Penal Code is an excess of self-defence. 

Article 75(1) States that "[wlhen a person in repelling an unlawful assault exceeded the limits 

of self-defence by usina disproportionate means or going beyond the ücts necessary for 

averting the danger, the court shall, without restriction, reduce the penalty." A defendant is 

subject to both prosecution and judgement; it is only during sentencing that he can invoke 

excusable grounds so that he is partially or totally relieved from a punishment. The defendant 

is deemed guilty, and legal consequences associated with the conviction such as criminal 

record follow, even if he does not incur any punishment. 

With specific reference to the abortion provisions of the Pend Code, abortion 

performed in accordance with article 534)" is a lawful act. It is not subject to prosecution as 

378 The provision says, "[aln act which is performed to protect from an imminent and serious danger a legal 
right belonging to the person who performed the act or a third pany is not liable to punishrnent if the danger 
could not have been otherwise averted and the doer used means proportionate to the requirements of the case." 
379 Art. 74. According to the provision, the defence should be ". . .against an imminent and unlawful assault or a 
threat of an assault directed against a legally protected belonging," and the defence must be  proportionate to 
avoid the danger. Mistake of fact is also justifiable act provided that the defendant commits the offence without 
intention. Art. 76. 
380 See art. 534( 1) sirpro note 352. 



public prosecutors are supposed to redise the legality of the act. Before the amendment of 

1991, the only lawful act of the abortion law was abortion performed to Save the life or health 

of a pregnant ~ o m a n . ~ ~ '  Under the current Penal Code, however, abortion in the case of rape 

or incest is lawful act and a woman rnay request for abortion if one of the grounds e ~ i s t s . ~ ~ ~  

Misinterpreting the terms 'not punishable' of article 534, law enforcement officials 

and health professionals consider abortion performed on the ground of rape or incest to be an 

excusable act rather than a lawful act. Such interpretation is contradictory in itself. It is not 

logical to give the term a double meaning, having abortion be a lawful act when done to Save 

the life of the pregnant woman and merely an excusable act when performed because of rape 

or incest. 

Rape and incest are grounds for a legal and presumably safe abortion (a lawful act), 

and a pregnant woman can legally request for abortion if the pregnancy is a result of rape or 

incest. The terms 'not punishable' provided in article 534 denote not only the mitigation of or 

relief from punishment, but also exemption from criminal prosecution and conviction. Such 

amendment was a positive indication of realising the consequences of unsafe abortion 

practice; however, the law remains on the books for the past years because of its loopholes. 

In addition to the problems related to interpretation, the law also lacks guidelines when rape 

or incest is a ground for abortion. 

381 See &id. 
382 Before the amendment o f  199 1 ,  under the Ethiopian Penal Code, rape, incest, and extreme poverty were 
grounds for excusable act. According to article 533, the Code said, "[alpart from the general extenuating 
circurnstances justifying ordinary mitigation of the punishment ... the Court may rnitigate i t  without 
restriction.. . where the pregnancy has been terminated on account o f  an exceptionally grave stiite of  physical or 
mental distress, especially following rape or incest, or because o f  extreme poverty." 



4.2.3 Lack of Guidelines 

Most abortion laws of various jurisdictions have certain grounds for terminating 

pregnancy. Even restrictive abortion laws usually permit abortion where life of a pregnant 

woman is in danger. Parallel to the justifications, however, they provide procedures that 

concerned officiais and health professionals must follow before abortion is performed. The 

partial amendment of article 534 of the Penal Code casts doubt on practical application of the 

abortion law in cases of rüpe and incest. This is because the steps provided in sub-article (2) 

and (3) were designed to appIy to abortion the ground of which is only to Save the life of a 

pregnant woman. 

Ratre 

The consequences of a restrictive abonion law become more homble if  the law is 

without a meaningful rape exception. The basic rationale behind perrnitting abortion on the 

ground of rape is that the woman is forced into an involuntary sexual re~ationshi~.~~'  

7,384 Pregnancy resulting from rape ". . .is misplaced as a begonia planted in someone's ear. In 

addition to the pain and hardship of pregnancy, a raped pregnant woman "suffers the unique 

psychological anguish of experiencing an actual and symbolic reminder of the crime she was 

-9385 forced to endure. Accordingly, the Penal Code properly addresses the consequences of 

rape by incorporating it as a lawful ground for abortion. 

383 Laurence H. Tribe, Aboniotl: The Clash of Absolutes (New York: Norton, 1990) at 233. Such reasoning, 
however. leads one to argue that abortion in other grounds seem to punish ri woman engaging in consensual sex 
with the burden of  pregnancy. Ibid. 
3BJ George Huntston Williams, "The Sacred Condominium" in John T. Noonan Jr., The Morality of Abortioti 
(Massachusetts: Harvard University Press) 146 at 164. 
38S J. Allison Strickland, "Rape Exceptions in Post-Webster Antiabortion Legislation: A Practical Analysis" 
(1992/93) 26 Colum. J. L. & Soc. Probs. 163 at 174. 



Nevertheless, due to lack of detailed guidelines there remains uncertainty as to who 

should decide whether a given woman is raped. It is not clear whether health professionals, 

police officers, public prosecutors, or other govemment agencies should determine the 

incidence of rape. Since the issue of rape is closely related to legal aspects, health 

professionals may be in doubt when dealing with tne matter. 

Different jurisdictions have corne up with mechanisms to avoid such uncertainty. In 

Zimbabwe, for instance, a medical practitioner performs the abortion procedure after he 

receives a certificate frorn a court in which the pregnant woman "has alleged in an affidavit 

submitted to the magistrate. ..that the pregnancy could be the result of that rape."386 

Generally, such a formal requirement obviously has legal consequences. A pregnant womün 

whose statement is false may face cnminal charge of perjury or contempt of court depending 

on laws of a given country. The Criminal Code of the state of New Mexico (U.S.) requires a 

pregnant woman to subrnit an affidavit to a special hospital board stating that she has been 

raped and that the rape has been or will be reported to pertinent law enforcement of fi ci al^.^^^ 

The requirements related to rape are important not only to facilitate the abortion 

process, but also to enable the police and public prosecutor to initiüte legal proceedings 

against the rape suspect. However, as the procedure of abortion is less risky when performed 

during the early stages of pregnancy, the correspondence arnong various govemment 

agencies must be done within a limited time. Different jurisdictions specify a time in order to 

avoid unnecessary delay. For example, the Criminal Law of Louisiana provides that "the rape 

victim reports the rape to law enforcement officials within seven days of the rape ... and 

386 Temiirirction of Pregriaitq Act, S. 5(4)(b). online: Harvard Law Schooi 
~http://cvber.law.harvard.edu/popiilrition/abonian/Zimbabwe.abo.htm~ (last rnodified: 13 September 2000). 
387 suPr* note 340 at s.30-5- ~ ( c )  (3). 



,1388 abortion is performed within thirteen weeks of conception. The requirements and 

procedures laid down by various abortion laws reveal the limitations of the new Eritrean 

abortion law. 

Incest 

Another ground for abortion that is left without any rnechanism for application is 

incest. The Penal Code defines incest to mean ". . . sexual act, knowingl y and intentionall y, 

between ascendant and descendant, between brother and sister, or between any persons 

whose mamage is forbidden by the Civil law389 on grounds of blood relationship.. .. 9,390 

Unlike in the case of rape, the pregnancy is necessarily a result of voluntary sexual act; 

however, the fact that the partners cannot marry is detrimental to their relationship. The 

hostile social reaction of relatives is an additional psychological trauma to the partners, 

particularl y to the pregnant woman. 

The Penal Code remains silent conceming various questions. Who decides whether 

the pregnancy is a result of incest or not? What steps should be observed before an abortion 

is performed? The Termination of Pregnancy Act of Zimbabwe has adequately Iaid down the 

steps that should be followed. Before an abortion is performed the court has to confirrn that 

"the woman concerned is related wi thin the prohi bi ted degree to the person with whom she is 

,939 1 alleged to have had incest .... Such an arrangement is important because rnedical 

practitioners are not required to know the legal elernents of incest. The Eritrean abortion law, 

388 La. Stat. Ann. tit. 14 S. 87(B)(3)(b)(c) (West Supp. 2000). online: WL (LA-ST-MN). 
389 Trnnsitioml Civil Code of Erirrea. Civil Code of  the Empire of Ethiopia, Proclamation No. 165. 1960, as 
am. by Proclamation of Eritrea No. 2. 1991 [hereinafter Civil Code]. Pursuant to this article "[mlarririge betwcen 
persons related by consanguinity is prohibited." The relationship by consanguinity is "calcuhted by counting 
seven generations in each line from the cornmon ancestor." Art. 55 l(1). 
390 Art. 62 1 .  
39' Supra note 386 S. 5(4)(iii). 



therefore, needs to lay down a certain mechanism by which the existence of incest can be 

de termi ned. 

In summary, the restrictive nature of the abortion law of Eritrea needs further 

considerations for many reasons. The law has never successfully deterred women from 

clandestine abortion, except forcing them to resort to unsafe abortion practices. Meanwhile, 

urgent measures have to be taken in order to properly apply the existing abortion law. 

Despite the fact that article 528 of the Pend Code permits abortion on grounds of rape and 

incest, women have been denied abortion services because of the aforementioned loopholes 

of the law. In order to avoid such problems, it is indispensable for the govemment of Eritrea 

to employ certain steps. 

First, concerned officials need to lay down mechanisrns by which the grounds 

provided in the abortion law can be practically applied. Second, the terrns and phrases used 

in the law need to be clear and specific in order to determine the legal status of different 

types of modem birth control means. Third, the law has to incorporate certain supplementary 

measures such as providing women with proper advice on birth control means following 

abortion procedure. Fourth, considering experience of other jurisdictions, the abortion law 

must address al1 possible controversial issues by providing some detailed guidelines. 



CONCLUSION 

The complex nature of abortion emanates from the involvement of various competing 

interests and abstract values. Philosophers and other scholars reflect such diverse values in 

their analyses. They corne up with different approaches designed to resolve the abortion 

controvers y. Depending on their value judgemen ts, some endorse the existing abortion 

discourses in terms of 'rights' while others support alternative frameworks. Considering the 

diverse and abstract values involved in abortion dilemma, the 'rights approach' is 

indispensable. The approach provides legal scholars, courts, and other concemed bodies with 

a frarnework upon which they can systematically draw their analyses. 

In most cases, pro-choice groups emphasise on women's privacy and autonomy as a 

rationale for tegal abortion. Such a strategy is more relevant in the individualistic societies of 

the Western world, in which women usually have a right to make decisions on a large portion 

of personal matters. Accordingly, the central issue in abortion happens to be the 

determination of the scope of the private domain. Courts and legal scholars, at both national 

and international levels, have been expanding the sphere of privacy to accommodate 

changing circumstances. The changes in socio-economic factors urge them to interpret the 

right of privacy so broadly that i t  encompasses the right to teminate pregnancy. 

The broad interpretation of privacy, however, does not necessarily hold true in other 

traditional societies. In Eritrea, due to the existing communal life, most personal matters are 

govemed by a given community or extended family. A community extensively interferes in 

issues that, in Western world, are considered 'private'. The private sphere is not as broad as it 

is in the West and does not encompass abortion decisions. 



The other side of the communal life, nevertheless, is that the community assumes a 

duty to protect individuals frorn various problems. In societies where modem social security 

mechanisms do not exist, the collective protection plays a significant role. Like any other 

crisis, a certain community has a duty to deal with the tragedies of unsafe abortion. The 

cornrnunity expects an obligation to avoid factors that aggravate unsafe abortion practices. 

In their attempt to lay down the philosophical status of a foetus, philosophers provide 

various guidelines. Yet, determining the philosophical status of a foetus is difficult because 

of its direct impact on foetal personhood, Foetal personhood in tum simultaneously affects 

the interests of a foetus in various areas: abortion, foetal experiment, and pre-natal care, 

amongst others. It is impossible to define a specific philosophical status of a foetus, which is 

applicable to al1 issues affecting interests of a foetus. 

The legal status of a foetus also remains a controversial issue in international law. 

During the drafting process of various international instruments, the framers failed to agree to 

specifically provide the legal status due to their differences in abortion policies. In almost al1 

international instruments, the legal stütus of a foetus was purposely left so that States Parties 

could adopt either restrictive or liberal abortion laws as they saw fit. Therefore, it is 

impossible to challenge the legality of any abortion law based on the legal status of a foetus 

according to international law. 

Historically, the right to life seemed to mean protecting lives of individuals from 

arbitrary state action. However, the deaths of millions from various causes has led the Human 

Rights Cornmittee to interpret the right to life to have both positive and negative aspects. Art. 

6 of the Political Covenant requires States Parties not only to refrain from arbitrarily taking 

one's life, but also to employ positive measures to avoid or minimise any fatal environments. 



In recent years, the Cornmittee has recognised the right to life as applying to deaths arising 

from unsafe abortion practices. States have a duty to remove al1 factors, including legal 

barriers, leading women to resort to unsafe abortion. 

Unlike in the Western world, in Eritrea the issue of abortion is not limited to its 

legality. Removing the restrictive abortion law would be nothing unless backed by other 

measures. As the causes of unsafe abortion practices are complicated, adopting 

multidimensional approaches is indispensable. In order to deal with the problern from its 

roots, understanding the concept of 'unwanted pregnancy' in a given cornmunity is of 

particular importance. The concept varies depending on a community's economic and socio- 

cultural values. Then, the solutions in preventing unwanted pregnancies also Vary 

accordingl y. 
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